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Purpose: The reason behind this study comes from the numerous difficulties and challenges            
that have affected promoting the cultural integration of Syrian immigrant          
craftsmen and decreased their opportunities for practicing their crafts in Sweden.           
Thus, the main aim of this study is to explore these challenges that eased up their                
integration and also hindered entering the Swedish labor market from Syrian           
craftsmen’s experiences to provide potential solutions to real obstacles through          
participating in an interactive online community of practice. These obstacles are           
not identified yet, for that reason, this study aims to identify gaps to cultural              
integration and practising professional work through involving online communities         
of practice central structural features and dimensions to overcome real obstacles in            
Sweden. The focus will be on the concept of cultural integration embodied in             
exchanging cultural heritage handicrafts knowledge and skills by Syrian and          
Swedish craftsmen through interactive online communities to overcome real         
barriers to cultural integration and practicing professional work in Sweden.  
 

Theory: This study follows the notion of the community of practice principles (Lave &             
Wenger, 1991) and Wenger’s (2000) social theory of learning. These theories           
stress the role of social practices and active participation of members in a             
community who share the same concerns as a means to promote knowledge            
acquisition, which consequently leads to personal and professional development.         
Design based research is another theory adopted since this research aims to            
provide design recommendation for the online community of practice platforms          
that is based on participants' needs to overcome real barriers to cultural            
integration and practising professional work in Sweden.  
 

Method: In-depth online interviews and online written questionnaire  

Results: Through exploring Syrian immigrants' craftsmen motives, activities and impacts of          
utilizing interactive online communities to overcome real barriers to cultural          
integration and practicing professional work in Sweden, the participants of this           
study expressed the crucial role of online communities that can play in exchanging             



 

heritage knowledge by employing mutual learning and social learning practices.          
The results also showed that active participation in online communities can           
produce positive effects on the cultural integration process since connecting          
cultures can be facilitated by social networks features such as locating relevant            
people, communicating through online forums, sharing heritage crafts and         
personal experiences, receiving reviews and feedback, and also receiving         
multicultural projects offers. Furthermore, involving structural features and        
dimensions of a community of practice in an Interactive online community might            
provide substitutional mediums to overcome barriers that were identified as          
knowledge, skills, environmental and communication gaps to cultural integration,         
and also to practicing professional work in Sweden. 
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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 Problem Definition  

The ongoing armed conflicts and political upheavals in Syria have led to displacing millions of               

people to other countries to seek for settlement and safety (Cunliffe, Muhesen & Lostal, 2016).               

Sweden was one of the countries that have experienced an unprecedented number of refugees,              

particularly from Syria. According to Migration board statistics (Migrationsverket.se), the number           

of Syrian asylum seekers has reached more than 121300 applications in the period from 2012 to                

2019, registering the highest rate in 2014 and 2015 which has reached 81,800 applications for               

both years. The waves of migration have proposed many cultural challenges on Immigrants in              

Sweden (Riegert & Hovden, 2019), as many researches have been focused on cultural difficulties              

and the significant role of cultural integration of immigrants in Sweden (Lund, 2019; Saidi, 2016.;               

Nekby, 2012). Cultural integration can be seen as a combination of what people inherit in their                

homelands and what they learn in hosted countries over time, it is a process of transformation                

that immigrants might adapt by placing their identities and inserting their belongings to create              

local ties in their new place (Ehrkamp, 2005).  

While the focus of previous researches surrounding cultural integration was dealing with the             

adoption of Swedish values, norms, traditions, language and laws by immigrants as a means to               

promote cultural integration in Sweden (Saidi, 2016; Lundborg, 2013; Nekby, 2012), using cultural             

heritage as a way to foster cultural integration of immigrants, did not bring much attention by                

experts and scholars in Sweden. Cultural heritage field plays a vital role in the cultural area, it was                  

defined by ICOMOS (The international cultural tourism charter in Mexico) as “ an expression of the                

ways of living developed by a community and passed on from generation to generation, including               

customs, practices, places, objects, artistic expression and values. Cultural Heritage is often            

expressed as either Intangible or Tangible Cultural Heritage” (ICOMOS, 2002, p.21). The tangible             

cultural heritage forms any physical buildings, artworks, monuments, and artifacts that moved            

intergenerational in any society, on the other hand, the intangible cultural heritage forms the              

living heritage from generation to another such as traditional crafts, skills, and knowledge that is               

still associated with specific communities (UNESCO, 2003).  

According to Colomer and Holtorf (2019) cultural heritage is seen as “the visible manifestation of a                

shared cultural history and common collective identity which the members in a given ethnic group               

or nation ascribe to themselves. When members of such tightly connected cultural groups get              

dispersed from their land of origin their cultural identity can nevertheless stay alive. In the               

diaspora, the culture of the homeland, including movable parts of its heritage, can survive even               

though the location is now different” (p. 147). Thus, with stress on the significant role of cultural                 

heritage in the cultural integration of immigrants in Sweden, the concept of cultural integration in               

this context can be seen as cultural heritage exchange between Syrian immigrant craftsmen and              

Swedish craftsmen who are working with heritage handicrafts in Sweden. Exchanging cultural            
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heritage knowledge and skills will be adapted as a means to find potential support for cultural                

integration and also to promote practising heritage handicrafts of Syrian immigrants in Sweden.             

The reason behind choosing this group of immigrants is the numerous difficulties and obstacles              

that affected Syrian craftsmen integration and also hindered practising professional work in            

Sweden. Moreover, these obstacles are not identified yet since this group of immigrants did not               

get much attention from researchers and experts in the heritage field in Sweden. For these               

reasons, the focus in this context will be on this marginalized group of immigrants to be able to                  

find potential solutions to enhance cultural integration and increase Syrian craftsmen           

opportunities in practicing professional work.  

1.2 The intangible cultural heritage of handicrafts (Syria)  

Syria is one of the countries that enjoys rich cultural intangible heritage forms that are associated                

with craftsmanship practices. According to the UNESCO (2011), the capital of Syria (Damascus) is              

considered to be among the oldest continually inhabited cities in the world and was the center of                 

a flourishing craft industry with different areas of the city specializing in particular crafts such as                

swords and lace. For hundreds of years, the Damascenes were famous for their creativity in the                

field of handicrafts and the uniqueness of handcrafted products that basically depend on inherited              

skills and imagination of each craftsman. Many authors and historians have devoted their works to               

highlight the authenticity of heritage handicrafts in Damascus and to dive into the history of these                

crafts (Keenan, 2000; Moeini & Arefian, 2019), especially in knitting textile fibers, furniture             

studded with seashell, mosaic marble artwork. In addition to that, the Brocade” (Damasks) cloth is               

one of the famous and expensive old fabrics in the world which its history dates back to nearly 300                   

years is still considered the Damascus's global imprint, and have always been known globally for               

their quality and texture since its manufacture is complex and requires high craftsmanship skills              

where the fabric is made of threads of gold, silver and natural silk. Moreover, in a book published                  

by the American University, foreign areas studies division (1965), a description about Damascene             

handicrafts was provided to stress the importance of Syrian handcrafted heritage “Syria is world              

famous for its handicrafts...The ancient Omayyad capital was famous for its textile-agabani and             

brocades embellished with floral, bird and geometric designs. Syrians are proud of the fact that               

Queen Elizabeth chose Damascus silk for her wedding gown. Syrian glass was famous before the               

Romans. Woodcarving and pottery making have also been important. Centuries-old crafts are            

declining in the face of modern industrial expansion, but they still provide a livelihood for               

thousands of artists” (p. 107).  

With the start of war in Syria in 2011, the destruction and damage to the Syrian tangible heritage                  

sites have been widely addressed by scholars and experts in the heritage field (Alabrash, 2019;               

Kanjou, 2018; Lababidi & Qassar, 2016; Munawar, 2019), as a means to highlight the urgent need                

for protection. However, the effect of the crise on Syrian handicrafts heritage and displaced              

craftsmen has been less considered. The war had a great effect on Syrian craftsmen work and                

products since the harsh circumstances have forced them to leave their companies, and imposed              
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financial difficulties. Thousands of them have decided to travel abroad to seek a peaceful life and                

search for a good income for their families. Syrian craftsmen might be exposed to cultural               

challenges particularly in European countries that hold different cultural heritage and totally new             

environments for Syrian immigrant craftsmen. According to the UNESCO (2016) in the article             

published to highlight the difficulties that displaced craftsmen might encounter in host places             

which in turn would prevent them from their right of practising their heritage handicrafts:              

“Refugees and displaced people tend to draw from their intangible cultural heritage as a resource               

for social and psychological resilience in the face of intense difficulties. At the same time their                

intangible cultural heritage is threatened, not least due to the disruption of communities and              

families. Their ability to access and enjoy culture and cultural rights must be guaranteed in these                

circumstances as it helps them cope with the psychological distress of forced displacement, and              

ensures their well-being in adapting and settling into the new context of a host country” (UNESCO,                

2016, p. 6). The UNESCO organization (2017) has also conducted a survey with displaced Syrian to                

investigate the role of intangible cultural heritage in achieving settlement in host countries (Jordan              

and Lebanon). The results showed that intangible cultural heritage (customs and traditions,            

craftsmanship) can play a role in coping with displacement, creating ties with host communities              

and also transmitting their heritage to host countries (UNESCO, 2017).  

1.3 The intangible cultural heritage of handicrafts (Sweden)  

In Sweden, the government's cultural heritage policy is constantly evolving to invest in better              

conditions for culture, cultural heritage, and culture creators. The Swedish government in 2017             

proposed an investment worth 115 million SEK per year to enhance the artistic freedom and               

cultural arts publications which represent an increase of the grants that are allocated for cultural               

creators and preserves. Likewise, in an article published by the Swedish Ministry of culture (2017),               

the Minister for Culture and Democracy Alice Bah Kuhnke confirmed that “Cultural freedom and              

independent cultural practitioners are essential to all free societies. In a world where those in               

power are restricting the conditions for independent artists, the Government is moving in the              

opposite direction,”. The Swedish government aimed to strengthen the grant to the cultural             

environment to support civil actors in the field of cultural heritage to make it open and accessible                 

to everyone in society. The Swedish Local Heritage Federation (Sveriges Hembygdsförbund) which            

was founded in 1916 in Stockholm, is a good example that magnifies the adaptable governmental               

efforts to apply appropriate reforms and civilian response to the cultural heritage development. It              

is the national organization of the local heritage movement that has appeared as a reaction to                

industrialization as many people saw a threat to the old cultural traditions, to preserve traditional               

crafts, customs, folklore, historical architecture and all kinds of intangible cultural heritage at all              

levels (Bergdahl, 2012). Authors, academics, and other forces began to form associations to             

preserve the heritage and provoke public interest in local heritage activities and also to handle all                

questions affecting local communities. Open-air museums were founded in various parts of the             

country such as the world’s oldest open-air museum Skansen (www.Skansen.se) which inspired            

many similar museums in Europe, it was opened in 1891 in the middle of Stockholm city against                 
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the materialism of industrial culture and to safeguard man-made heritage. In parallel with             

institutional efforts to promote and preserve local heritage, many Swedish heritage institutions            

expanded their work scope to include threatened international cultural heritage objects and            

handcrafted products that belong to Syrian and Iraqi heritage practices. According to the Swedish              

ministry of culture website (https://www.government.se/) the national museums of World          

Culture (http://www.varldskulturmuseerna.se/) has received SEK 1.3 million in an attempt to           

develop long-term project to serve in promoting the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of              

Syria and Iraq and also in preserving threatened culture heritage as a result of the ongoing                

conflicts that has led to illegal trade of cultural objects and destruction of cultural identities               

(Government offices of Sweden, 2017). The National Museum of World Culture has established             

contacts with international actors to promote cultural heritage protection and deliver knowledge            

of international heritage through displaying cultural heritage objects handcrafted products in the            

museum. Nowadays, cultural heritage associations and organizations serve as places for students'            

educational activities, community learning experience, and cultural festivities by showcasing          

heritage practices and handmade heritage products from different cultures to insure diversity and             

multicultural environments (The Swedish Exhibition Agency, 2015).  

1.4 Immigrants and Online communities 

The development of technology has been harnessed to support immigrants' cultural integration in             

host countries (Alencar, 2017). Furthermore, the widespread usage of technology among           

immigrants has also opened the doors for new digital platforms that can be used to promote the                 

integration process (Recupero, Triberti, Modesti & Talamo, 2018). Thus, many immigrants are            

seeking to gain knowledge through different digital technology platforms to increase their            

opportunities of communication and getting suitable jobs in host countries. Recent trends of             

online communication have been focused on by many researchers to explore purposes and             

impacts of utilizing social networks based on online communities as a means to enhance              

immigrants integration process (Alencar, 2017; Collin, Karsenti, Rico, Fielden & Sánchez, 2019;            

Calonne, 2015), since online communities are increasingly used as a means to facilitate immigrants              

communication and participation in host countries. The emergence of virtual communities has            

provided immigrants with new alternative tools to overcome real-life barriers and empower their             

integration process (Tabor & Milfont, 2013). Hence, this study will adopt online communities as a               

means to help Syrian immigrants craftsmen to overcome real-life barriers to cultural integration             

and practising their crafts in Sweden. There will be a focus on identifying learning approaches that                

can be utilized through online communities to overcome real integration challenges through            

examining Syrian craftsmen’s activities and participating in what Lave & Wenger (1991) have             

conceptualized as communities of practice. 
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1.5 Technology and Cultural heritage  

In recent years, digital technology has surpassed the borders of time and place by allowing us to                 

experience new connections that we never thought about. Technology evolution is not only             

confined to the present and future transformation of our lives but also has the potential to                

transform the way we perceive and preserve the past of our predecessors. In other words,               

nowadays the role of digital technology has dramatically increased in the field of cultural heritage               

(Taboni, 2019), where the past within the heritage and historical field is not just associated with                

specialists of the domain but also it has become as a source for worldwide learners and scholars to                  

contribute in intercultural communication and local communities' development (Brizard, Derde &           

Silberman, 2007).  

Cultural heritage is an expression meant to describe the processes that are learned and products               

that are preserved from one generation to another. It also manifests the ways of living and                

practices that are developed and transmitted through generations in specific societies such as             

language, costumes, places, artistic endeavors, knowledge, crafts, and traditions (ICOMOS, 2002).           

Furthermore, according to UNESCO (The United Nation Educational, Scientific, and cultural           

organization) in the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Heritage, the field of               

cultural heritage is divided into two forms: tangible and intangible cultural heritage. This field              

combined with digital information and communication technologies has the potential to address            

the appearing challenges in the heritage domain (Brizard, Derde & Silberman, 2007), possibly in              

the serves of presenting and protecting valuable heritage. 

 1.6 Aim of the study  

The main aim of this research is to find potential solutions to real barriers to cultural integration                 

and practising professional work of Syrian immigrant craftsmen in Sweden through participating in             

a virtual community of practice platform. This study focuses on identifying gaps that hindered              

their cultural integration and practising their crafts in Sweden through Syrian craftsmen            

experiences to provide basic recommendations of virtual community of practice platform based on             

Wenger and Lave (1991) community of practice theory and Wenger’s (2000) social theory of              

learning and theirs characteristics, principles and features. The investigations will be focused on             

Syrian immigrants’ craftsmen’s online behaviors, attributes, beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge          

towards online communities to enhance the Swedish cultural heritage knowledge of handicrafts.            

Moreover, the study aims to define the role of online communities in Swedish cultural heritage of                

handicrafts knowledge acquisition and explore online social learning approaches that Syrian           

craftsmen utilize to promote cultural integration into Sweden country. Finally, to derive systematic             

data from participants to know how to utilize community of practice principles through an online               

community to foster knowledge and skills exchange between Syrian and Swedish craftsmen to             
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support an early entrance of Syrian craftsmen into the Swedish labor market. The proposed              

research questions are as follows:  

Research Questions 

1. What are the motives, activities and impacts of Syrian craftsmen involvement in interactive 
online communities (e.g. web communities, Facebook groups,..etc.), from participants' 
experiences?  
 
2. What is the role of interactive online communities in delivering, receiving heritage 
knowledge and also in connecting cultures embodied in heritage handicrafts? 
 
3. What are the potential solutions to the barriers of Syrian immigrants’ craftsmen's 
professional work and cultural integration that can be offered through an interactive online 
community of practice? 
 

2.0 Literature Review 

This section will bring up research dealing with definitions about culture, culture heritage and              

cultural integration. Following that there will be a focus on how online communities based cultural               

heritage is being used to promote heritage knowledge through adapting social practices and             

participating in communities. There will also be focus on the development of social networks to               

become a community that involves groups of people who share the same interest and concern to                

overcome problems.  

2.1 Culture and Intangible Cultural Heritage of handicrafts  

A widely accepted definition of culture that was provided by Tylor (1920), he describes the term as                 

the complex whole that includes any capabilities or habits acquired by a human as a member of                 

society. Culture acts as a base area that encompasses various aspects of human life, it can be any                  

habits, norms, laws, customs, arts, values, and behavior (Meier, 2007), learned and adapted by              

members of any society. According to Worsley (1999), the term culture in old times was               

monopolized by a specific class of society, it was meant to describe ‘fine arts’ such as literature,                 

paintings, and sculptures created by upper classes and educated middle class but the definition              

developed over time to describe “the way of life of a particular population”. Worsley in the same                 

context suggested that culture is “All behavior and relationships that are informed by ideas and               

beliefs, in any society, anywhere, at any time”. Culture is a negotiated set of shared symbolic                

systems (Meier, 2007), shared knowledge, and belief that shape human perception (Bennett,            

1990), and involves a learned behavior that is inherited from generation to another (Offorma,              

2016).  
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As stated in the introduction, our main focus of this study will be on intangible cultural heritage                 

particularly heritage handicrafts. The term of intangible cultural heritage (ICH) “relates to forms of              

cultural heritage that lack physical manistifiqation. It also evokes that which is untouchable such as               

knowledge, memories and feelings” (Stefano, Davis & Corsane, 2012), that have moved and             

transmitted through groups of individual and communities, “which can be argued to be the central               

of its survival” (Stefano, Davis & Corsane, 2012). The term was also defined by ICOMOS (2002) as                 

follows: 

“Intangible Cultural Heritage can be defined as embracing all forms of traditional and popular or folk                

culture, the collective works originating in a given community and based on tradition. These creations are                

transmitted orally or by gesture, and are modified over a period of time, through a process of collective                  

re-creation. They include oral traditions, customs, languages, music, dance, rituals, festivals, traditional            

medicine and pharmacopeia, popular sports, food and the culinary arts and all kinds of special skill                

connected with the material aspects of culture, such as tools and the habitat” (the international cultural                

tourism charter in Mexico, 2002, p. 23). 

The United Nation Educational, Scientific and cultural organization UNESCO, has also defined the             

term in 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage as: “the              

practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, and know-how, transmitted from generation         

to generation within communities, created and transformed continuously by them, depending on            

the environment and their interaction with nature and history”. Furthermore, Intangible stands for             

transmitted practices by imitation, Cultural stands for practices that provide a sense of identity to               

a community, and Heritage stands for intergenerational transmission of practices (UNESCO, 2003). 

The intangible cultural heritage has also been categorized by UNESCO (2003) to include the              

traditional craftsmanship and practices of heritage handicrafts. Furthermore, heritage handicrafts          

are considered as a part of global culture and heritage, they are widely accepted as an old practice                  

or profession that requires handy skills and deep knowledge of traditional techniques and             

materials that are transmitted from generation to another. As a matter of fact, heritage              

handicrafts have no official definition, yet several cultural organizations in different countries have             

attempted to define heritage handicrafts in an attempt to promote heritage crafts as a              

fundamental part of living heritage. The Heritage Crafts Association (HCA) in the UK defined              

heritage crafts as “a practice which employs manual dexterity and skill and an understanding of               

traditional materials, design, and techniques, and which has been practiced for two or more              

successive generations”. It is a creative process of an imitative handmade product based on the               

motives of a folk tradition (The Georgian Arts and Culture Center, 2012), to produce creative               

handmade crafts without the help of modern machines and equipment.  

2.2 Cultural integration  

Cultural integration can be seen as the meeting of different cultures, and accepting a sufficient               

number of values from the other culture to create a homogeneous culture (Danchev, 2008).              
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Moreover, cultural integration in its essence aims to transfer the cultural heritage of a specific               

society to another society with different cultural backgrounds, to create multicultural societies,            

and strengthen the ties between immigrants and native people of the host country. This happens               

when people from different cultural backgrounds adopt the host country's cultural values,            

attitudes, and traditions and also introduce their values, traditions and attitudes as a means to               

facilitate their integration process and expand their living opportunities in the host country.  

Costoiu (2008) suggested that the integration process is multidimensional and has to be assessed              

on political, cultural, social, and economic dimensions. Thus, cultural integration according to            

Costoiu (2008) should focus on the way the minority groups are allowed to preserve their cultural                

values and have a chance to present these values in the public and in the private spheres. It                  

happens when immigrants from different cultural backgrounds introduce their cultural values,           

attitudes, ceremonies and heritage traditions to the new host countries; It is the process of               

reorganization by social agents to reconstruct a societal order based on their specific             

understandings (Samson, 2006). This can be exemplified in attitudes, food, music, inherited            

traditional crafts, and many other cultural characteristics. 

Danchev (2008) suggested that cultural integration is not an instant process, it goes through              

different three levels which start with Cultural coexistence when the minority culture meets the              

majority culture which results in isolation and no interaction of minority culture group with              

majority culture group. Danchev (2008) elaborates on the next level as Cultural exchange which              

starts when minatory culture groups accept some majority culture values and exchange occurs.             

Consequently, this will lead to the acceptance of more values over time and reach the cultural                

integration level (Danchev, 2008).  

According to UNCHER (The UN Refugee Agency, 2014), the integration of immigrants is two-way              

process that include preparedness on the part of refugees to adapt new society “without having to                

forego their own cultural identity and a corresponding readiness on the part of host communities               

and public institutions to welcome refugees and meet the needs of a diverse population. The               

process of integration is complex and gradual, comprising distinct but interrelated legal, economic,             

social and cultural dimensions, all of which are important for refugees’ ability to integrate              

successfully as fully included members of the host society” (UNCHER, 2014). 

Accordingly, it can be argued that cultural integration refers to 1) immigrants craftsmen learning              

and adopting host country cultural heritage embodied in heritage handicrafts knowledge and            

skills, with ability to 2) introduce and share their cultural heritage embodied in heritage              

handicrafts knowledge and skills, to foster 3) cultural heritage knowledge and skills exchange as a               

means to promote cultural integration and to facilitate the inclusion of immigrants craftsmen into              

the Swedish labor market.  
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2.3 Social networking based online communities  

In recent years, the development of Web 2.0 based social networking has offered a multitude               

means for communication, interaction and collaborative learning (Gunawardena et al., 2009).           

Basically, social networks can be seen as a group of people that communicate with each other on a                  

regular basis through utilizing the internet based social networks technologies. The term has been              

labelled by Issa and kommers (2013) as: “the new social mechanism driven by justin-time              

communication and the mentality to share”, through various types of social networks platforms             

such as Facebook, YouTube, Website and Web blogs. Gunawardena et al. (2009) has defined social               

networking “as the practice of expanding knowledge by making connections with individuals of             

similar interests”(p. 4), thus the development of social networks platforms has been used as a               

means for knowledge acquisition by creating interactive online communities that involve groups of             

people who share same interest, same concerns, same challenges and same goals. According to              

Wenger (2002), these communities already existed long time ago, but the advent of practical and               

powerful social network platforms have expanded the possibilities of groups engagement in online             

communities, since it comes from an intrinsic motivation drive (Hamid, 2002) to facilitate             

knowledge sharing and solving problems without physical meetings.  

Kim (2000) argued that social online communities can have the same effect of physical              

communities in developing social communication of groups of people who work together for             

personal goals, she said that “In terms of their social dynamics, physical and virtual communities               

are much the same. Both involve developing a web of relationships among people who have               

something meaningful in common, such as a beloved hobby, a life-altering illness, a political cause,               

a religious conviction, a professional relationship, or even simply a neighborhood or town. So in               

one sense, a Web community is simply a community that happens to exist online, rather than in                 

the physical world” (Kim, 2000). The power of social networks lies in the ability of creating                

interactive community platforms that enable new relationships and connections (Mancini, 2015),           

such as individuals to organization, employees to employers, students to teachers and paved the              

way to new informal social practices between members of social networks such as sharing,              

discussing and creating (Kietzmann, 2011). More importantly, what drives a social network to             

become a successful community is its members' interactive, collaborative, collective and social            

practices that bound them to solve problems together. 

2.4 Cultural heritage based online communities  

Since the emergence of digital technologies, many challenges have been posed on the domain of               

cultural heritage (Ciolfi, Damala, Hornecker, Lechner & Maye, 2018), as many researchers assume             

that the relationship between technology and cultural heritage is dialectical and complex (Piccialli             

& Chianese, 2017). The main key issues arose back to the era that precede the inclusion of internet                  

based technologies. Ciolfi et al. (2018) in their book that meant to examine the challenges of                

online communities participation and engagement described the key issues that already exist in             
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the domain as follows: “the complex interrelationship between cultural heritage and a variety of              

stakeholders communities has been a subject for investigation for a long time: key issues have               

ranger from the understanding of visitors communities and their various motivation, background            

and interest, to the self reflection by the professional heritage community on their own practices               

and strategies”. Moreover, the issues of communication, preservation and participation in heritage            

communities has been focused on as a way to increase engagements and participation in heritage               

communities (Ciolfi et al., 2018).  

For that reason, many scholars, experts and institutions in the field of cultural heritage have taken                

advantage of the development of digital technology by utilizing internet based technology            

approaches and tools as a means to present and preserve heritage such as online libraries,               

archives, virtual museums and exhibitions. Mixed and Virtual reality systems have been            

increasingly used in the serves of presenting museums and heritage sites to enable heritage              

experiences and make cultural heritage accessible for all users (Tabone, 2019). Researchers in the              

field have also put much attention to the inclusion of digital technologies into cultural heritage               

practices. For example, Jailani, Araki and Kusakabe (2016) has conducted a study to design an               

interactive scenario based on the user's interests to encourage engagement in the informal             

learning process. Mancini (2015) has focused in her study on how we can incorporate user               

participation in heritage institutions such as museums with new social media networks.  

Cultural heritage institutions are utilizing internet based technology tools as a means to present              

and preserve heritage such as online libraries, archives, virtual museums and exhibitions. The             

advancement of digital technologies has also expanded the opportunities of community           

engagement in professional culture settings (Giglitto, Claisse, Lockley & Ciolfi, 2019), where            

individuals became able to contribute in local cultural heritage development together with            

specialized scholars and cultural heritage institutions (Brizard, Derde & Silberman, 2007). In            

addition to that, the evolving of digital technologies has led practitioners, experts and institutions              

in the heritage domain to transform and adjust their practices of recording and presenting digital               

content by utilizing different means of interactive technologies (Giglitto, Claisse, Lockley & Ciolfi,             

2019). This shift has also led to create new approaches of communication that engage people from                

heritage domain and relevant communities through online communities and expanded the           

opportunities of open discussions and knowledge acquisitions, on the basis of new strategies to              

facilitate community engagement and participation (Ciolfi, Damala, Hornecker, Lechner & Maye,           

2018). The American institute for conservation (AIC and FAIC) website          

(https://community.culturalheritage.org/home) is an example of digital technologies' contribution        

in the heritage field. It is an online community that has been created to contribute in preserving,                 

transmitting and learning of American cultural heritage, where individuals, experts and scholars            

can altogether participate in open discussion, online courses, events, and workshops. 
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3.0 Theoretical perspectives  

Considering the main objective of this research, this section presents the theoretical perspectives             

that underpins this study which aim to investigate the use of interactive online communities by               

Syrian immigrants craftsmen to promote cultural integration and practising professional work in            

Sweden. The interactive online communities in this research follow the notion of social practices              

through participating in communities of practice.  

The concept of community of practice (COP) was originally developed by Lave and Wenger (1991)               

which is characterized by clear boundaries, membership, stability and has a single center of              

supreme skill and authority, typically embodied in the master (Engeström, 2007) but even to              

complement and coin the concept of legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991)             

which stresses the crucial role of full participation in social collective practices of a community. In                

other words, a community of practice is an interactive, collaborative, collective and social learning              

environment that facilitates knowledge sharing through a group of individuals to promote            

learning. The individuals through a community of practice usually share the same domain and              

interest, and employ informal conversing and learning between each other that can be highly              

effective on knowledge generation related to a specific field (Hinton, 2003). According to Lave and               

Wenger (1991), the process of socializing to share information and experiences within a group of               

members might contribute to personal and professional development of members.  

Based on the aim of this study which is about investigating the role of social practices in                 

knowledge generation through online community of practice to promote cultural integration and            

Syrian craftsmen inclusion into Swedish labor market, the author finds that Wenger’s social theory              

of learning (1998) and community of practice (1991) are applicable to this study since both               

theories are coined the sense  and purpose of the community that this paper aims to discuss.  

3.1 Wenger’s social theory of learning  

According to Wenger (1998) the proposed social theory of learning is not to substitute other               

learning theories, it is rather a conceptual framework that consists of a set assumptions and               

recommendations for understanding learning. These assumptions are derived from the nature of            

learning and knowledge matters, and based on four premises:  

1. People are social beings is a central aspect of learning 

2. Knowledge is about competence that consider valued enterprises  

3. Knowing is about active participation to pursuit such enterprises  

4. Meaning is the output of learning as a meaningful experience  

Through these assumptions, Wenger (1998) assumes that learning can be seen as a social              

participation that involves the necessary components which constitutes the process of knowing            
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and learning. The four components of learning according to Wenger (1998) are meaning, practice,              

community and identity.  

1. Meaning: a way of talking about our (changing) ability – individually and meaning:             

collectively – to experience our life and the world as meaningful; 

2. Practice: a way of talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and              

perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action. 

3. Community: a way of talking about the social configurations in which our enterprise is              

defined and our participation is recognizable as competence 

4. Identity: a way of talking about how learning changes who we are and creates personal               

histories of becoming in the context of our communities.  

(Wenger, 1998, p. 5) 
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Wenger (1998) in his social theory of learning proposed that learning is fundamentally a social               

phenomenon that demands placing learning in the context of participation in meaningful            

experiences. Thus, the social nature of human beings reflects our capability of knowing and              

learning to contribute directly in individuals and community development. Accordingly, learning is            

not an individual practice, it is rather an individual participation in community practice, where the               

history of shared knowledge is embraced by group members through their participation in             

meaningful shared concern and goals (Barab, Warren, Del Valle & Fang, 2012). 

Applying the principles of Wenger’s social theory of learning to this context, many research studies               

have focused on employing theoretical frameworks to the arising social networking sites and             

applications to understand the learning practices that occur through utilizing social network            

practices by individuals to solve problems (Gunawardena et al., 2009). The evolution of social              

networks based on Web 2.0, has proposed changes in knowledge acquisition and also in human               

behavior and interaction (Gunawardena et al., 2009). Furthermore, these social networks have            

offered different means of communication between individuals that share the same concerns and             

challenges and enabled them to share meaningful experiences that enhance personal and            

professional development. Hence, participation in social practices through social networks can be            

seen as a proper medium to facilitate interactive, collaborative,social and collective learning by a              

group of people who lack the knowledge that would contribute in addressing real problems such               

as the challenges of integration for a group of immigrants craftsmen in this study.  

3.2 Community of practice  

The notion of community of practice has drawn much attention since the publication of situated               

learning theory by Lave and Wenger (1991). The concept of community of practice was proposed               

to describe the situated learning that considers learning, participation and practice in community             

as inseparable units. Wenger (2002, p.4) defined the term community of practice as “groups of               

people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their                   

knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis”. Accordingly, we can not                

regard every group of people inside a community as the community of practice, however, there               

are certain principles and aspects that must be considered inside a community to become a               

community of practice. Wenger (1989) proposed three dimensions that define a community of             

practice, these dimensions are 1- a mutual engagement of participants in meaningful actions, 2- a               

joint enterprise that is negotiated and understood by members of community, 3- a shared              

repertoire of collective resources such as (stories, tools, styles, artifacts, concepts). 
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These dimensions are in relation to the social        

practices that members employ through     

active participation in the community.     

Moreover, members might spend time     

together discussing their situations, sharing     

experiences and information, creating    

valuable documents and tools, exploring     

new ideas and knowledge that might help in        

developing a tacit knowledge and also in       

solving problems. According to Wenger     

(2002), these social practices inside a      

community might contribute in changing the      

meaning of members participation where     

they find value in their interaction together,       

thus becoming informally bound by the value       

of collective learning.  

Wenger in his book (2002, p.5) described the        

learning process that occur inside the      

community of practice as follows: 

 

“Over time, they develop a unique perspective on their topic as well as a body of common                 

knowledge, practices, and approaches. They also develop personal relationships and established           

ways of interacting. They may even develop a common sense of identity. They become a               

community of practice” (Wenger, 2002, p. 5) 

There are three central structural features of community of practice according to Lave and Wenger               

(1991) : 

1. Domain feature involves shared domain, shared concern, shared interests and engagement 

to participate. 

2. Practice feature involves actual practitioners, shared repertoire of resources, build 

knowledge and focus on community development. 

3. Community feature involves collective learning, social learning, information sharing, joint 

activities, relationships building and problem solving.  

Features of community of practice are shown in figure three below. 
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Wenger (2002) mentioned that these features “When they function well together, these three 

elements makes a community of practice an ideal knowledge structure-- a social structure that can 

assume responsibility for developing and sharing knowledge” (p. 29). 

Even though the process of learning through community of practice was introduced by Lave and               

Wenger (1991) to describe a group of people that meet physically, the advent of Internet-based               

networking technologies have expanded the opportunities of communication between individuals          

and facilitated the means to embrace community of practice principles and features.  

Wenger (2000) mentioned that online communities can be utilized by groups of people who are               

seeking help to overcome barriers. He also added that virtual communities are arising, so it would                

be beneficial to let people test the principles of communities of practice but virtually: “As these                

technologies became more accessible, they were employed to bridge the gaps of space, time, and               

organizational location. Virtual teams started to emerge, and research began to look at practices              

that could bridge distance and yet provide some of the benefits of face-to-face social learning and                

collaboration. Now that we are in the world of virtual teams, communities of interest, and               

communities of practice, let's examine their differences” (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002, p.             

34).  

Since this study is concerned with online communities of practice to foster cultural heritage              

knowledge and skills exchange between Syrian and Swedish craftsmen, it is worthy to mention              
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that online communities can facilitate the communication between individuals by enabling           

building deep relationships and knowledge sharing through participating in joint meaningful           

activities to help in solving problems of members of community of practice.  

3.3 Design-based Research 

Design based research is a type of research methodology that was first proposed as              

design-experiments (Collins, 1990 & Brown, 1992) and design research (Oha & Reeves, 2010).             

Sandoval and Bell (2004) talked about introducing design based research as a way to distinguish the                

term from other types of research: “We have settled on the term design-based research over the                

other commonly used phrases “design experimentation,” which connotes a specific form of            

controlled experimentation that does not capture the breadth of the approach, or “design             

research,” which is too easily confused with research design and other efforts in design fields that                

lack in situ research components. (p. 199). Design based research can be seen as research that                

basically aims to design educational materials and learning environments which is considered a             

crucial part of the research with testing or developing new theories (Bakker & Van Eerde, 2013).                

Wang and Hannafin (2005) proposed a definition to the term as “a research methodology aimed to                

improve educational practices through systematic, flexible, and iterative review, analysis, design,           

development, and implementation, based upon collaboration among researchers and practitioners          

in real-world settings, and leading to design principles or theories” (p. 2). 

Accordingly, design based research can offer researchers and practitioners in the field of learning              

with powerful tools that addresses learners’ real needs and difficulties through producing            

interventions of real values that are tested to be effective and also might contribute in generating                

knowledge through focusing on the development of real solutions to real problems. According to              

Reeves & McKenney (2012), design based research or educational design research has two primary              

goals: “to develop knowledge, and to develop solutions. Like other research, EDR extends             

theoretical knowledge through data collection and analysis. But unlike many other kinds of             

research, the EDR process is embedded in the (often cyclic) development of a solution to the                

problem being tackled” (Reeves & McKenney, 2012, p. 1).  

Thus, the rise of design based research has the potential to address problems in relation with the                 

application of technology in teaching and learning in order to change the disconnect between              

education research and design practice (Bakker & Van Eerde, 2013), and also to bridge the gaps that                 

might exist in learning environments. 

According to Dirksen (2015): “If you have a really clear sense of where the gaps are, what they are                   

like, and how big they are, you will design much better learning solutions” (p.23), hence there                

should be a communication with learners to be able to identify the gaps as a way to design a                   

learning environment and also to bridge the gaps between learners and a successful learning              

experience (Dirksen, 2015).  

According to Dirksen (2015), there are five gaps to design a successful learning experience:  
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1) A successful learning experience doesn’t just involve a learner knowing more—it’s about            

them being able to do more with that knowledge. 
2) Sometimes a learner’s main gap is knowledge, but more frequently knowledge and            

information are just the supplies the learner needs to develop skills. 
3) You need to consider the motivations and attitudes of your learners. If they know how to                

do something, are there other reasons why they aren’t succeeding? 

4) The environment needs to support the learner. People are much less likely to be successful               

if they encounter roadblocks when they try to apply what they’ve learned. 

5) Sometimes it’s not a learning problem, but rather a problem of communication, direction,             

or leadership. Recognizing those instances can save a lot of effort in wrong directions.              

(Dirksen, 2015, p. 23) 

As shown in figure 4, design based research has         

four phases, however, in this context, the main        

aim is to provide design recommendations      

(Phase 1-2) of an online community of practice        

that involve Syrian and Swedish craftsmen that       

might incorporate with each other to overcome       

real barriers to cultural integration and      

practicing professional work in Sweden.     

Accordingly, there will be a focus on analyzing        

participants problems and developing potential     

solutions that are based on participants' needs       

and gaps that hindered their cultural integration       

process in order to design an online community        

platform that is grounded in community of       

practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and social theory        

of learning (Wenger, 1998).  

4.0 Methodology 

This section will explain in detail the choice of research methods and how this study was                

conducted. There will be a focus on the process of choosing participants, participants’ criteria,              

setting, and how data was collected and analyzed.  

4.1 The choice of research methods 

The research methods of this study were chosen to seek answers for research questions and               

understand research problems from particular participants’ perspectives. The choice of research           

methodology is based mainly on the nature of the research questions of this study which demand                

rich information from a particular population. Qualitative research methods were chosen to collect             
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data and derive meaningful responses from chosen participants. Qualitative methods are           

especially effective and optimal in this study since the suggested research questions require             

extensive knowledge about participant’s experiences with online community platforms to enhance           

their learning process in a cultural heritage context. This type of question demands a complex               

description of participants' opinions, behaviors, and beliefs in order to explore more in-depth             

information and generate broad overviews that serve the study. The strength of qualitative             

methods lies in its ability to help the researcher to understand the complex reality of participants'                

online activities and also helps in interpreting particular information by adapting flexible            

procedures.  

For this research, two qualitative methods were used, in-depth interviews and questionnaire to             

collect data concerning the usage of online community platforms to enhance cultural heritage             

knowledge acquisition and to explore the role of cultural heritage content based online             

communities in cultural integration. Finally, to determine how online communities can be            

promoted to enhance Syrian craftsmen early entrance into the Swedish labor market. The             

participants were given a choice to choose between two forms of questions, verbal (online              

interview) and written (online questionnaire) questions according to their preferable setting. The            

online interviews and questionnaire included open-ended questions that led to increase the            

interaction with the participants. Furthermore, the open-end questions imposed less formal           

interviews that help the participants to be comfortable to respond in detail rather than that in                

structured questions and gave the researcher a chance to ask unplanned questions at random              

based on participants' responses and individual experiences. Similarly, the major principal           

advantage of open-end questionnaires is that the participants were not restricted to fixed             

answers, and they had a chance to elaborate and express themselves in their own words.  

4.2 Participants selection process 

4.2.1 Criteria  

The first step of the selection process was defining the population that is eligible for inclusion in                 

the sample of participants for this study (Morgan, 2012). Therefore, the participants' selection was              

based on specific criteria that must be obtained and depended mainly on the research problem,               

the questions, and the objective of this study. Furthermore, the research problem deals with              

promoting interactive online communities to support a specific group of immigrants inclusion in             

Sweden, particularly Syrian craftsmen who worked with heritage handicrafts in their homeland.            

Thus, the research questions are focusing on Syrian craftsmen's experiences with participating in             

online communities, to derive their difficulties, needs, and opinions towards enhancing their            

learning process of Swedish heritage handicrafts. Consequently, there were certain criteria that            

participants must meet to be eligible to take part in this study. Basic required criteria of                

participants are as follows:  
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1. From the Syrian Arab Republic  

2. Language Arabic or English  

3. Reside in Sweden 

4. Worked as a craftsman with heritage handicrafts in Syria 

4.2.2 Locating participants  

In order to find the participants, the digital social media platform was the basic tool to gather the                  

participants. The reason behind this choice is the difficulty in locating the specific population of               

this study since all the participants must be Syrian immigrants’ craftsmen that might reside in               

different districts of Sweden. Under such circumstances, using digital social media as a medium for               

communication has provided multiple means of interaction and appeared to be homogeneous for             

this sort of choice (Markham, 2012). Furthermore, about seven posts have been published in              

seven Facebook groups that involve a huge number of Syrian immigrants residing in different              

districts and municipalities in Sweden. The published posts were written in Arabic and English              

languages since all participants have to be originally from Syrian Arab republic and emigrated to               

Sweden. In addition to that, the posts have introduced information about the study combined with               

the required criteria of participants, research ethical consideration, and included notes asking the             

participants to send background information to the private inbox to ensure that they meet the               

required criteria. Besides that, the notes informed the participants that they can choose between              

verbal Q&A form and written Q&A form since online interviews might be undesirable by several               

participants (Markham, 2012).  

As a result of this procedure, 17 participants sent their background information to the private               

inbox in Facebook application, however, only 8 of them were eligible to take part in this study, and                  

9 participants were excluded because they did not meet the basic required criteria which is               

craftsmen who worked with heritage handicrafts. Accordingly, only 2 of 8 participants accepted to              

participate in online interviews, whereas 6 participants preferred the written Q&A form.            

Nevertheless, initial interviews were conducted with 2 participants who were the source to find              

more participants that might be eligible for this study. This process of snowball sampling was               

optimal under this situation because for the purpose of finding the hidden population it would be                

an uneasy and frustrating mission (Morgan, 2012). Finally, by utilizing the snowballing sampling             

method, the number of participants increased to become 13 in total. 

4.2.3 Sample Size 

Since the qualitative approach methods might evoke an enormous number of data, the sample              

size of this study was based on a criterion of saturation of data (Thompson & Walker, 1998). Thus,                  

the number of participants was determined at the beginning of the data collection phase to ensure                

that participants' responses are sufficient to answer research questions. Accordingly, the number            

of participants who took part in this study is 13 in total. The number was divided into two groups                   
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based on participants' choice of setting (online interviews or a written questionnaire) to be able to                

include a sufficient number of participants. Under this condition, 7 participants chose to be part of                

online interviews while 6 participants preferred the written form to the same interview questions.  

 

4.2.4 Participants  

As mentioned above, the 7 participants of       

this study are all Syrian craftsmen who       

worked with heritage handicrafts and     

living in Sweden. About 7 participants      

agreed to take part in online interviews,       

however, 6 participants decided to answer      

the online written questionnaire. The     

online interviews and questionnaire    

participants, were coded by their crafts as       

follows in the table 1:  

Table 1: Online interviews and questionnaire participants codes based on their crafts.  

 

4.2.5 Materials  

The questions and types of questions are similar in both verbal and written forms, they were                

written in Arabic language since all participants were speaking Arabic language. The questions             

included open-end questions, dichotomous questions, and also a free text option was added to              

each question to enable the participants to formulate their responses in their own words (De               

Vaus, 2002). The choice of open-ended questions depended mainly on many aspects to fulfill the               

data requirements of research questions. These aspects are categorized by content, respondent            

type, methods, available time, and also the ability to code open-ended responses (De Vaus, 2002).               

In addition to that, the selected type of open-ended questions in this context comes from the                

ability to be used in a range of qualitative methods formats which include qualitative interviews               

and questionnaires (Roulston, 2012), that have been employed in this study. Furthermore,            

open-ended questions allowed the participants to elaborate on self aspects that are meaningful to              

them and construct responses in accordance with their chosen orient of the research topic              

(Roulston, 2012). The questions content was based on the research objective of this study which               

aims to explore participants’ attributes, behaviors, beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge (De Vaus,            

2002), towards online communities based on the cultural heritage of handicrafts. To be precise,              

the questions have focused on Syrian immigrants’ craftsmen’s online activities and the role of              

interactive online communities in promoting cultural integration in terms of delivering and            
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receiving heritage knowledge and also connecting cultures embodied in heritage handicrafts. In            

addition to that, there will be a focus on identifying online social learning approaches that Syrian                

craftsmen adopt to overcome real barriers to practising professional work in Sweden through             

social networks based online communities.  

4.3 Data Collection  

As a matter of fact, qualitative research is exploratory in nature and the main objective of                

qualitative studies is to provide a deep understanding and detailed description of chosen research              

topics. More importantly, the term qualitative is often associated with words that belong to              

participants of a certain study in order to explore their behaviors, opinions, and beliefs towards               

particular problems (Firmin, 2012). In addition to that, qualitative data is concerned with deriving              

meaning from participants' experiences for the purpose of examining the influential factors that             

guided their behaviors (Thompson & Walker, 1998). With this in mind, qualitative means have              

been harnessed and systemized to obtain sufficient data for this qualitative study in which data               

was collected through two qualitative methods. Furthermore, the participants were given the            

opportunity to choose between two question forms (verbal or written Q&A form). To begin with               

the verbal form, online semi-structured interviews via Facebook Messenger application have been            

adopted. In semi-structured interviews, the researcher is still dominating the conversation with            

participants through following a predetermined list of topics or a set of questions but all strategies                

have to involve the principle of the open-end question (Ayres, 2012). The interviews data was               

collected through an audio recording of online interviews by utilizing the personal smartphone             

recorder. An interview-guide was constructed concentrating on different sets of themes to explore             

participants' experiences and to be able to identify gaps that hindered their cultural integration              

and practising their professional work in Sweden. The collecting data process of online interviews              

is summarized as follows: 

1. Audio recording. 

2. Notes were taken through online interviews. 

3. Audio recorders were transcripted into a Word document, one document for each            

participant.  

4. Each document was translated from Arabic to English language. 

For the other method of data collection, a web-based questionnaire was created by Google forms,               

the link to the web page was sent to each participant’s personal account via messenger application                

to ensure the validity of the submitted answers and gain systematic responses that would enrich               

research data. The responses were organized and presented in a Google Sheets document to be               

translated and analyzed later. Consequently, 7 participants accepted to join the verbal Q&A which              

is in the form of online interviews through Facebook Messenger application whereas 6 participants              
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preferred the written questionnaire which is a web-based questionnaire created through Google            

forms.  

4.4 Data Analysis 

Qualitative studies attempt to understand life experiences and are concerned with the            

understanding of social realities by focusing on meaning patterns, processes, and structural            

features from the participants’ point of view (Flick, Von Kardorff & Steinke, 2004). Moreover,              

qualitative methods help in generating data that can be interpreted thematically and also help in               

theorizing new concepts that could be applicable to contemporary societies challenges. More            

importantly, qualitative methods in a cultural context can be subjected to critical analysis and              

investigation of the cultural forms and practices of the individuals (Winter, 2004). With this in               

mind, the main framework that used to analyze the finding of this study is the thematic analysis                 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006), where the gathered information is then analyzed in a subjective and               

interpretative manner by using semi-structured online interviews and open-end questionnaire          

methods. The results of both forms of questions (online interviews and questionnaire) were             

collected and analyzed on the basis of the proposed research questions.  

For the first and second questions, the data analysis was based on the inductive thematic analysis                

approach which involves allowing the data to determine research themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006).              

In this sense, the thematic analysis was data-driven and themes were generated through the              

coding process of data level following the step-by-step guide to conducting the thematic analysis              

provided by Braun and Clarke (2006). The step-by-step guide involves six phases of analysis that               

start with familiarization with data through transcription of verbal data, generating primary codes,             

searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining themes, and finally writing up the process of the               

analysis (Braun & Clarke. 2006).  

For the third question which aims to deduce potential solutions from real obstacles that might be                

offered through an online community of practice platform, the data was analyzed based on              

Dirksen (2015) gap identification to design a successful learning experience. Dirksen (2015) has             

introduced five gaps between learners’ current situation and where they need to be in order to be                 

successful. Thus, she suggested that if those gaps are identified (Knowledge, skills, motivation,             

environmental and communication gaps), then you can design a better learning experience that is              

based on users needs and difficulties to achieve a successful learning environment (Dirksen, 2015).              

The reason behind this procedure is that this study will provide an online community design               

recommendations based on participants' needs in order to enhance heritage knowledge           

acquisition and increase participants opportunities of integration in the host country.  
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5.0 Results 

The aim of the gathered data was to find answers to the proposed research questions. Thus, this                 

section will present the participants profiles and the results of semi-structured online interviews             

with seven Syrian immigrant craftsmen and an open-end questionnaire that involved six Syrian             

immigrant craftsmen in Sweden. Participants profiles are presented below: 

Table 2: Participants profiles 
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The results of both forms of questions (online interviews and questionnaire) were collected and              

analyzed on the basis of research questions in terms of utilizing online communities by Syrian               

craftsmen as a medium to enhance the Swedish heritage of handicrafts knowledge sharing and              

acquisition, and also to promote their cultural integration process in Sweden. The data analysis              

was based on the inductive thematic analysis approach which involves allowing the data to              

determine research themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Accordingly, the thematic analysis of data             

coding has generated eight qualitative sub-themes related to three primary themes. The primary             

themes and sub-themes are presented in the table 2 below.  

Primary themes  Sub-themes 

5.1 Syrian craftsmen involvement in     
interactive online communities 

5.1.1 Interactive online communities that attract      
Syrian craftsmen  
 
5.1.2 Motives of involvements from participants      
perspective 
 
5.1.3 Adopted activities through interactive online      
communities 
 
5.1.4 Real Impacts of involvements on participants       
experiences in Sweden 

5.2 The role of interactive online      
communities 

5.2.1 Delivering, receiving knowledge and     
communicating cultures of handicrafts heritage     
through interactive online communities from     
participants experiences 

5.3 Offered Solutions through an     
interactive online community of practice? 

 

 

5.3.1 Barriers to cultural integration and practising       
professional work 
 
5.3.2 Potential solutions to cultural integration and       
to practicing professional work 

Table 3: Themes and Sub-themes generated through coding of participants data 
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5.1 Syrian craftsmen involvement in interactive online communities 

Through online interviews and online written questionnaire, many questions have been directed            

to investigate the use of online communities by Syrian immigrants in Sweden. In this theme, the                

focus was on the usage of interactive online communities in terms of the type of digital online                 

community platforms that have attracted them to participate in, motives of involvement, adopted             

activities and if there is a real impact of involvement in online communities on their personal                

experiences in Sweden.  

5.1.1 Interactive online communities that attract Syrian craftsmen  

For this theme, the participants of this study were asked about their involvement in online               

communities particularly what characteristics of online community platforms have attracted them           

to be part of. The participant responses vary between different available technological platforms             

that enable participating in communities that involve many people from different cultures and             

backgrounds. One participant declared that social media groups and web communities might be             

the best for craftsmen. However, other participants preferred not to use social media communities              

such as Facebook groups since you can find uncertified sources and might be a way to steal other                  

works and ideas. Other participants mentioned that Instagram communities would be the most             

effective platform for craftsmen to share products and be able to introduce new heritage              

handicrafts in pictures and videos and also to gain comments and feedback through the              

interactivity characteristics. One participant stated that:  

“I tried many kinds of technology platforms, but I think Instagram is the best. I can picture my work                   

and publish it with tags, so I got many likes and reviews from people around the world” (Sculptor 2) 

5.1.2 Motives of involvement in interactive online communities from the participants           

perspective 

The participants in this study have regarded the interactive online communities as the most              

convenient and appropriate platforms for newcomers generally and for craftsmen in particular.            

Interactive online communities have been regarded by participants as the fastest method to find              

proper information in time through the interactivity aspect such as chat rooms which enable them               

to find people who are experiencing the same problems or people who have experienced the               

same problems and might be able to afford help. In addition to that, the participants’ motives to                 

use interactive online communities are mainly due to the ability to communicate with companies              

owners, stakeholders and other craftsmen from Syria or Sweden. Moreover, these communities            

were described as the ideal place to collect numerous information surrounding practicing their             

crafts in Sweden and a trustworthy source to solve problems as long as the community involves                

experts from the same domain. The participants described their motives in the following quotes:  
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“through Facebook groups I can find solutions to my problems...they saved a lot of time, simple                

and easy to obtain information through chat... they also help in communication with companies or               

people who share the same problems …(Architect)  

“The online communities are the most important source for craftsmen.. Although a handicraft             

needs to be touched to see its value, the online community helps in identifying us as craftsmen and                  

communicating with companies and stakeholders…(Manual embroiderer 2).  

“I have my own website… it's a place where I can communicate with people, and they can easily                  

find me and interact with me….(Sculptor 1)  

“Even though I believe that real communities are more effective but online communities are the               

best for me as a newcomer, I can find all the information that I need even without asking...it is easy                    

to find people from the same domain….(Manual embroiderer 1) 

“As a newcomer it could be a good place to find people that are practicing my craft such as experts                    

from Sweden...they could be a source.. or a trustworthy source to gain missing             

information….(Mosaic artist and designer) 

5.1.3 Adopted activities through interactive online communities  

In terms of adopted activities by Syrian craftsmen through online communities, the results showed              

that participants have adopted different activities in interactive online communities for different            

purposes giving the online marketing of their products as their first activity purpose. One of the                

participants stressed the crucial role of the online community for advertising, since it is easier to                

introduce his products and to find specific customers that would be interested in his craft (Stone                

carver 1). Another main reason was given is to search for crafts materials that could be hard to                  

find in other ways (Architect). Communication with experts from the field was another usage              

purpose by craftsmen in this study, they utilize online communities to find experts and              

information as a medium to search for the necessary information regarding their handicrafts.             

According to a participant in this study (Mosaic designer), that might be helpful in finding a job and                  

collecting information about setting up a private company. Illustrative examples from participants’            

interviews are presented below. 

“Marketing is easy through the online communities... when I am done with stitching a dress, I just                 

take a picture of it and publish it through a Facebook group..”(Manual embroiderer 1) 

“Online communities are the easiest way to know information about my craft, materials and work,               

especially web communities of construction companies who market their building products….every           

company puts everything related to products from building materials, paints, and tools and I can               

communicate with then if I have any inquiries...this thing was not available in my country before, in                 
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Sweden there is more organization related to that… I can find all the information in one place...                 

This thing helps me as a craftsman and encourages me to work here...(Architect)  

“... On the Internet, they think that our product is very expensive, but the piece actually reflects its                  

price and value. For example, my products have a special smell, you have to smell it to recognize its                   

value...but I think online communities are the most important for me, it can help to introduce                

myself as a craftsman, certify my ideas and also to market the products…(Manual embroiderer 2)  

“I use them for marketing my products and introducing myself to people in Sweden…”.(Sculptor 1)  

“Web communities and social media communities can be the best way to market my              

products...even though I pay to advertise sometimes but I think it is a great way to make it                  

popular…”(Stone carver 1)  

“...the main reason for me is to ask people about problems related to setting up a company and                  

contact experts from the field...even though sometimes you don't get a response but it is good to                 

try in order to find a job…(Mosaic artist and designer)  

5.1.4 Real Impacts of involvements on participants experiences in Sweden 

In terms of the impact of use of interactive online communities on their experiences in Sweden,                

the participants’ responses vary between high effect to no effect at all. One of the participants'                

responses showed that online communities had a big effect on his experience in Sweden.              

Illustrative examples from participants’ interviews will be represented below. 

“ooh...a big effect in my experience because I knew everything I wanted to know about the                

background of the craft in Sweden and if it is a required profession...(Stone carver 1)  

“...even though the online communities did not help me in finding a job but I can say that web                   

communities that provide resources have a high impact on obtaining knowledge in different             

aspects… for example, I needed a ceramic sticker, so I just entered the company website that                

afford quick chat service and I got a piece of detailed information about the product, for example,                 

the amount of water that must be added to a specific product, how to make a specific substance                  

for builders, and how much time it needs to dry….they also helped me to know the appropriate                 

environment to use the product... Sweden is generally a cold country and for this reason, they use                 

resistance materials for rain and moisture factors….This thing helps me as a craftsman and              

encouraged me to work here…”(Architect) 

“...I am displaying my products through my website... I also have used websites to communicate               

with companies...I think they have a good impact on my experience…” (Sculptor 1) 
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Other participants explained that, the use of online communities do not have a high impact on                

their experience, examples are below. 

“Actually, they have a medium impact on my experience, it could be higher if I could set up my                   

business…The employment office set up an appointment with an economist who studied my             

situation and admired my job. He told me, as a start, you should contact a marketing company and                  

advise us to work on a website to start working with my products ...I mean to communicate with                  

people and to introduce and market my products...but there was a need for much money to                

connect my products with an official website that include many artists and craftsmen...so I just               

canceled the idea for now... (Manual embroiderer 2)  

“I think they just helped me to know the basic information about the country, not more than                 

that…(Copper artist)  

5.2 The role of interactive online communities in the domain of cultural            
handicrafts heritage  
 

5.2.1 Delivering, receiving knowledge and communicating cultures from participants experiences 

In this theme the participants were asked about their activities through online communities             

concerning delivering knowledge about their heritage handicrafts to people from different cultural            

backgrounds, receiving Swedish heritage knowledge and also about communicating cultures          

activities to promote cultural integration through participating in interactive online communities. 

The participants declared that participating in online communities has a crucial role in delivering              

heritage knowledge and also in obtaining cultural heritage knowledge that belongs to other             

cultures particularly for newcomers. Even though some participants expressed that the language            

could be a problem to communicate in Swedish but utilizing digital translators from Arabic to               

Swedish language was a substitutional solution to communicate with Swedish people. 

“...sometimes the language is a problem especially if I want to dive deeply in materials and                

techniques that I use. But I think digital translators are very helpful in these situations, I just copy                  

and paste the translation even though I know that some words may be wrong” (Mosaic artist and                 

designer) 

Other participants mentioned that communication in Swedish language is not a problem since             

they consider themselves proficient enough to speak Swedish.  

In terms of delivering and receiving heritage knowledge, one participant mentioned that            

participating through interactive online communities has a big role in delivering his heritage             
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handicraft (that is not considered as Swedish heritage craft) to Swedish people through Facebook              

group and interactive Instagram pages that involve hundreds of immigrants and Swedish people.  

“...there is a Facebook group that involves many Syrian people that work with my craft, we also                 

invite Swedish craftsmen that might be interested in communicating and giving help to us. Actually               

many of Swedish craftsmen are helping us through this group. They also ask questions about our                

craft or any other techniques that we use” (Architect)  

The same participants added that involvement in these groups has enabled him to introduce his               

heritage handicraft to relevant people and made the process easier through a user based content               

approach that allows users to publish descriptive texts, photos and videos to deliver new              

knowledge to people who do not have a previous knowledge about Syrian heritage handicrafts.              

Moreover, the interactive characteristics that online communities provide to users has added the             

value of receiving comments that include people's opinions and feedback which has a positive              

effect rather than negative effect since they address the aesthetics and uniqueness aspects of              

products and contribute in increasing their motivation to actively participate in online            

communities.  

The open discussions with people and craftsmen have helped them to receive reviews and share               

their personal experiences to relevant people and also encouraged them to publish since these              

communities are regarded as the ideal places to obtain new and necessary knowledge. Users are               

also taking advantage of the interactive opportunities to exchange knowledge and employ mutual             

learning benefits through knowledge transfer objectives from stakeholders and organizations to           

people who need this knowledge. In other words, the process of communicating through             

interactive online communities has eased up the methods of obtaining information about Swedish             

heritage handicrafts, their crafts situation in Sweden, obtaining resources about available           

materials and also helped in solving real life problems.  

Apart from the ability to deliver and receive heritage knowledge through online communities, the              

participants also talked about the role these communities play in communicating heritage            

handicrafts through exchanging skills and techniques that belong to every craftsman heritage. For             

example, two of the participants in this study declared about past and ongoing projects that aim to                 

integrate both Syrian and Swedish handicrafts heritage to produce multicultural products.           

According to a participant of this study, one of the Swedish craftsmen is working with wood                

carving to create tables that belong to Swedish heritage design, on the other hand, the Syrian                

craftsman was working with mosaic art and design. Thus, both craftsmen agreed to apply their               

artistic heritage design in one product (the role of Swedish craftsman to design a table while the                 

role of Syrian craftsman to decorate the surface of the table with small pieces of glass that belong                  

to his craft) to create a multicultural piece of art.  

“...for a newcomer it is like a drowning man trying to catch a straw….when I found that locating                  

people is difficult in real life I thought that online communication might be a solution, so I searched                  
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for online groups that involve Swedish crafts. I could find many, but I was afraid of introducing                 

myself with a craft that doesn't belong to them...then the admin of one group published a text                 

including a welcoming message as a new member, so I just introduced myself with some pictures                

about my craft...I loved their supportive and lovely words….I was happy that one of them asked me                 

to design a table with him…” (Mosaic artist and designer)  

Another craft project was mentioned by a participant involved in this study aimed to integrate the                

manual embroidery heritage that both counties have preserved for a long time. The project              

started through participating in Facebook groups that involve Syrian and Swedish manual            

embroiderers to become then a real life project that aimed to communicate heritage handicrafts              

and produce cultural integration at its finest. Moreover, the role of Syrian embroiderer was to               

apply the Arabian thread stitching (One knitting needle) to embroider pictures of Swedish heritage              

landmarks on pillows. On the other hand, the role of Swedish embroiderer is to apply the Swedish                 

thread stitching (Two knitting needles) to embroider Arabian landmarks and flags.  

“...my participation through online groups of Facebook helped me to communicate with people             

who work with the same craft, I always see craftsmen publishing their works and I give my opinion                  

to them...I also discuss with them the differences between our craft and Swedish craft in               

techniques and kind of threads used...I also have the opportunity to participate in cultural project               

that involved many Swedish people…” (Manual embroiderer 1) 

This means that through interactive online discussions, many Swedish craftsmen were motivated            

to integrate Syrian heritage to Swedish heritage and vice versa by utilizing online communities to               

contribute in the process of cultural integration.  

On the other hand, this was not the case for all participants of this study since many of them                   

complained about negative effects of participating in online communities. The negative effects            

that were mentioned by participants involve the process of stealing their ideas through online              

communities, the publishing of untrusted resources and also the negative comments that some             

users add in terms of racism and destructive words. Here are examples from participants' online               

interviews. 

“I was using Social media groups to communicate with people relevant to my craft but didn't work                 

with me, there were people stealing my ideas, so I decided to avoid them…” (Manual embroiderer                

2) 

“...the problem is that sometimes you get wrong information that would affect you and would have                

a negative impact on you. I prefer to be part of communities that are headed by official                 

organizations to make sure that all the information is true…” (Architect)  
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“...I read bad comments from people that in my opinion just want to be harmful with others such                  

as “go back to your homeland”....or “you won’t find a job here”..something like that...but I ignore                

them…” (Mosaic Artist and designer)  

5.3 Offered Solutions through an interactive online community of practice 

5.3.1 Barriers to culture integration and practicing professional work 

In this theme and through in depth discussions and online questionnaire, the participants were              

asked to talk about challenges and common barriers that appeared at the beginning of their arrival                

to Sweden in terms of the cultural integration process and also to practice professional work               

through investigating the common barriers in order to find the potential solutions through an              

interactive online community of practice. The responses of this theme were analyzed according to              

Dirksen (2015) gap identification to design a learning experience which include knowledge, skills,             

environmental, motivation and communication gaps. The collected data indicate that participants           

have faced many challenges and barriers that not only eased up the integration process into               

Swedish community but also hindered the inclusion into the labor market. The identified gaps              

concerning barriers to cultural integration and to practicing professional work are knowledge,            

skills, environmental and communication gaps. First, I will start with barriers to cultural integration              

gaps.  

5.3.1.1 Barriers to culture integration through gaps identification  

5.3.1.1.1 Knowledge gap 

Through the online interviews and online questionnaire, the participants confirmed that there was             

a knowledge gap that decreased their opportunities for cultural integration in Sweden. This gap is               

exemplified in the lack of knowledge about Swedish handicrafts heritage, lack of knowledge about              

Syrian handicrafts heritage and also the lack of knowledge about the differences that occur in               

handicrafts heritage of both countries. Illustrative examples from participants' online interviews           

will be presented below. 

“The most important thing is to know the differences, we have to know the Swedish people taste                 

and inspiration to development to be able to enhance integration” (Manual Embroiderer 3)  

“I don’t know anything about Swedish heritage handicrafts, I just know that there are Swedish               

sculptors like me…there must be an introduction about Swedish heritage for me as a craftsman               

because I believe that if I have a chance to know about them before it would increase my chances                   

of integration in Sweden and would make it easy for me to know what I have to do from the                    

beginning…” (Sculptor 1)  
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“..many Swedish people don’t know about mosaic craft even though it already exists here and               

many companies work with it and integrate mosaic in design. The problem started from the               

beginning of my experience because I did not know what is the situation of my craft here and                  

nobody could provide me with basic information. For a newcomer it is a complicated process to let                 

people know that mosaic design here is different from our heritage mosaic. For example, we use                

marble most of the time but here they use ceramic and glass since they are cheaper materials. The                  

difference also lies in the style of the product, we use small stones next to each other but here they                    

use undefined broken pieces of ceramic and glass to form the product. This was a problem because                 

I needed to introduce my heritage in different ways, so I tried to use glass and ceramic materials                  

but in the way I used to in order to introduce my craft…” (Mosaic Artist and designer) 

“I was curious to know about the situation of my craft in Sweden and how people deal with it…it                   

took from me a lot of time to know about Swedish heritage of handicrafts particularly my craft…I                 

still don't know everything but I hoped that if the information is available through official               

organizations because it might be a great way to introduce my craft and get more knowledge                

about Swedish heritage embroidery…”(Manual embroiderer2) 

“...it was the biggest problem for me, I discovered that my craft already exists after years of living                  

here but I knew that by chance! We should have more knowledge about Swedish heritage               

handicrafts to increase our opportunities of living here and I believe that it is an organizational                

issue …” (Architect)  

5.3.1.1.2 Skills gap 

Through the online interviews and online questionnaire, the participants mentioned that their            

experienced skills acquired through practicing their crafts in their homeland was not enough in              

order to increase their opportunities of integration in Sweden since Swedish craftsmen are using              

different skills and techniques that fit Swedish country. In other words, one of the participants               

declared that the differences between the two countries not only depend on heritage differences              

but also the climate nature in Sweden requires the acquisition of skills and techniques that suit                

this condition. This means that the low temperature in Sweden has driven craftsmen to use               

specific techniques to produce crafts products and also led to illuminate other techniques that              

might not work in Sweden's case. These skills and techniques were regarded by the participants of                

this study as an urgent need to achieve the aspects of the integration process. The process of                 

cultural integration for many participants of this study means the exchange of skills by acquiring               

Swedish heritage techniques and introducing new skills and techniques to Swedish community to             

form cultural integration. examples from participants' interviews will be shown below. 

“...I took a course that is relevant to my craft...even though I can identify all materials and                 

techniques they use but I recognized that there are more techniques I need to know regarding how                 
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to deal with the cold weather of Sweden...fortunately I can know them through my course…”               

(Architect)  

“My craft deals with stone carving, when people hear about that they think that my craft is limited                  

to creating tombstones and Monuments, however, it involves many other products and art pieces              

that we used to create in my homeland….I always try to describe the difference…” (Stone carver 1) 

“I believe that if we were able to share our techniques and also acquire new skills it might be the                    

cornerstone of cultural integration….” (Mosaic artist and designer)  

5.3.1.1.3 Environmental gap 

The heritage differences between Sweden and Syria have had negative effects on many             

participants of this study. The most problematic issue was the total or partial absence of the                

handicraft and materials from the Swedish heritage of handicrafts and markets. For example one              

of the participants expressed that the absence of his craft was a reason for all the difficulties that                  

he went through, even though he brought with him some products to introduce his craft but it was                  

difficult to know how and from where to start. Other participant complained about the difficulty of                

finding the same materials that she usually use in order to be able to introduce her handicraft. The                  

issues of materials and the absence of the crafts have decreased their abilities to prove themselves                

as they really are and have complicated the process of building a multicultural environment as               

they stated. examples of participants' interviews will be added below. 

“I was surprised that my craft is not popular as it really is, it is used with different forms and                    

materials...it is totally different...it is really hard for me to know what to do and where to begin….”                  

(Mosaic artist and designer) 

“...the materials were a big challenge for me, it was a problem that arose at the beginning of my                   

experience in Sweden...I wished if there was someone to help with that to start planning my                

goals….the materials are the basis of any craft and you can’t do anything without it….” (Manual                

embroiderer 2).  

5.3.1.1.4 Communication gap 

The participants' responses showed that communication with relevant people from the field was             

not an easy matter for them. Moreover, the participants described the difficulty in locating              

Swedish craftsmen that work with the same craft and also the difficulty in communicating with               

experts that might provide help in communicating their goals and directing them to the right way.                

Illustrative examples are below. 
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“...I believe that communication with experts is the thing that all craftsmen need from the               

beginning…we all need to talk with experts to provide plans depending on what is suitable to every                 

one of us…” (Manual embroiderer 2)  

“...through the four years in Sweden, I just had a chance to meet a few people that helped me to                    

understand the situation of crafts and to do the right thing...I remember that I contacted someone                

working in Sweden with artistic projects through Facebook, and he gave me some advice...”              

(Mosaic Artist and designer). 

5.3.1.2 Barriers to practicing professional work through gaps identification  

5.3.1.2.1 Knowledge gap 

The participants were asked about barriers and challenges that they faced which have a direct               

effect on practicing professional work in Sweden. Their responses indicated that the gaps to              

practice their profession in Sweden exist in terms of knowledge, skills, environmental and             

communication gap (Dirksen, 2015). Concerning the knowledge gap, all the participants           

complained about the lack of knowledge and information about Swedish labor market system,             

knowledge about how to set up business and knowledge about Sweden industrial craftsmanship             

situation. The participants regarded the knowledge in these areas as urgent to practice their              

profession to enable them to set plans and be aware of possible circumstances that would reduce                

the chances of success. In addition to that, the participants mentioned the lack of knowledge               

about marketing craft products and the appropriate places to promote their works. Last but not               

the least, in terms of the knowledge gap, many participants clarified that the practice of               

professional work is dependent on obtaining the appropriate materials to create craft products.             

Thus, the lack of knowledge about available materials in markets, how and where to find these                

materials were problematic issues that complicated the process of practicing their professional            

crafts. Examples from participants' responses surrounding these issues will be presented below.  

“I am a newcomer, and I am really struggling to know the system...they must consider that I don't                  

know everything about laws and the system, we need more attention from the             

government….”(Glassmaker) 

“...it was so hard for me to find a place to start my business...I didn't know how to search for a                     

place and how to find the materials that I need...I also could not find the tools that I usually                   

use….this is appointed me...these things were part of my problems because despite off these              

difficulties, the Swedish labor market system is so complicated for me...I try to get information               

through the internet but I still lack much knowledge about how to practice my profession…..’               

(Manual embroiderer 1)  

“...I try to collect information about the labor market system but that is not enough...I need to                 

know what companies that might provide me with glass and ceramic because without these              
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materials I will not be able to do anything...I heard that some companies have extra materials that                 

can be provided with low prices but it is an impossible mission for me as a newcomer….” (Mosaic                  

artist and designer)  

“..the lack of knowledge about Swedish system and laws is a big issue, I could find someone to                  

inform me with everything needed.. The situation of foreigners must be taken into consideration              

because they are new, and they do not have full knowledge of labor laws and I have fallen into                   

financial trouble because of this...they have to overlook some issues..They should not be strict and               

accept that we are new to the job market…” (Stone carver 1) 

5.3.1.2.2 Skills gap 

With regard to the skills gap, many participants have shown a skills gap to practicing their                

professional craft in terms of work language skills, online marketing skills, digital skills, proof of               

work experience, and skills that fit Swedish craftsmanship industry. The work language skills were              

one of the most problematic issues that participants stated about, since the Swedish language is a                

prerequisite to have a job in Sweden. The participants declared that for a newcomer it would be                 

impossible to acquire the language without having specific courses in relevance to work in the               

crafts field. Another issue was highlighted is the necessity of acquiring online marketing skills and               

also digital skills to have a chance of introducing their crafts and products to relevant people. The                 

participants also talked about other difficulties that prevented them from practicing professional            

work, these difficulties and barriers are related to the Swedish labor system which require a proof                

of experience or certificate in order to apply for a job. This prerequisite contradicts the situation of                 

Syrian craftsmen in Sweden since practicing heritage crafts in their homelands follow another             

system where the crafts are moved intergenerationally and do not need a proof to practice               

professional work. Finally, the participants have drawn attention to the need of acquiring more              

skills that Swedish craftsmen have in particular the techniques that fit the low temperature of               

Sweden in terms of materials used and how to apply these techniques in specific conditions such                

as craft design in outside places. Illustrative examples are provided below. 

“Facilitating the procedures for obtaining a professional certificate would be the best thing….it is              

much needed in Sweden…” (Wood Carver 1) 

“...when I was looking for job, I found that there is a need for experience and proof of that...I don't                    

know how someone like me can proof that, I worked with this craft in my country for 15 years and                    

it was a craft that my father was working with, so I just worked with it after him…” (Mosaic artist                    

and designer) 

“I think the language is the most important thing, and we need more time to be able to                  

communicate with people and also to understand the requirements of the labor market clearly…              
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Another thing that I found there are techniques that Swedish craftsmen use to deal with the cold                 

weather of Sweden, so we need to know them in order to have a job here...” (Architect)  

“Actually I don't have much digital skills, but I am trying now to improve my skills in order to                   

market my products through my website...I think marketing is a big issue because we did not do                 

that in our country but here you have to know at least the basics of using the technology…”                  

(Sculptor 1)  

“Marketing is my biggest issue...I don't know how and where to introduce my works….” (Copper               

Artist) 

5.3.1.2.3 Environmental gap 

The participants declared that most of the difficulties have come from the different environments              

of both countries. For example the absence of the profession in the Swedish labor market has                

created many issues and challenges particularly for them as newcomers. One of the participants              

described this issue from his personal experience:  

“I was shocked !!! that I might not be able to practice my craft anymore, I am disappointed...I am                   

thinking all the time if coming here was a good choice for me...even though I lost my company, and                   

I was living in a danger place in Syria but sometimes I think that dying might be better than living                    

here and working with something else….I am trying to do my best and there are many Swedish                 

people trying to help me but it is a complicated situation and I need a suitable place to move on….”                    

(Mosaic artist and designer) 

Another issue mentioned by the participants is labor market laws that differ from home country               

laws, describing the system as very complicated for newcomers and asking for particular rules for               

immigrants. in addition to that they complained about the high taxes that affect the sale of craft                 

products, financial issues to set up their own business and finally the lack of opportunities of                

having a job due to the type of resident permit afforded by the migration agency. Illustrative                

examples from participants' interviews will be shown below. 

“...I think they should put much attention on us as craftsmen by facilitating the procedures to start                 

our business…” (Manual embroiderer 2) 

“...the type of my residence permit has put many barriers in front of me, for example I can't take a                    

loan to set up my own business…” (Mosaic Artist and designer) 

Even though two participants of this study have succeeded in setting up their own companies,               

they still face many challenges as they stated. 
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“...I believe that Sweden's country puts much effort to support art and manual crafts, and they pay                 

much hard work for that...the problem lies in the marginalization of immigrants even though the               

law supports us…” (Sculptor 1) 

5.3.1.2.4 Communication gap 

Communicating goals is one of the main issues for the participants of this study. In other words,                 

besides all mentioned above many participants of this study clarified their inability to define their               

goals since they are missing much needed information to achieve their aims and find difficulty in                

predicting possible challenges. The need of communication with experts to direct their goals is              

becoming a necessary step to set up their own business and also to have the opportunity to                 

connect with companies and stakeholders from the field that might contribute in expanding job              

opportunities.  

“We need a guide, we need to plan our life to achieve settlement” (Pottery maker)  

“...I have big dreams but I'm not able to achieve them because there are many things I need to                   

know before that...if there are people who can help me or direct me to the right place I would be                    

ready to do anything…” (Manual embroiderer 1) 

The barriers to cultural integration and to practicing professional work are summarized according             

to Dirksen gap identification to design learning (2015) in the table four below. 

Barriers to cultural integration 
 

Barriers to practicing professional work 

Knowledge gap Lack of knowledge about Swedish 
handicrafts heritage 
 
Lack of knowledge about Syrian 
handicrafts heritage by Swedish 
people 
 
Lack of knowledge about countries 
differences in handicrafts heritage  
 

Knowledge gap lack of knowledge about Swedish 
labor market system 
 
Lack of knowledge about how to 
set up a business 
 

lack of knowledge about how and 
where to find the materials of 
crafts 
 
lack of knowledge about how and 
where to market products  
 
 
lack of knowledge about Sweden 
industrial craftsmanship situation  
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Skill gap Inability to exchange skills and 
techniques  

Skill gap language issues  
 
lack of Swedish or international 
certificates  
 
lack of experience in Sweden 
 
Craftsman skills that fit working 
in Sweden 
 
Lack of online marketing skills 
 
lack of digital skills 

Environmental 
gap 

The absence of the profession in 
Sweden heritage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

environmental gap lack of  suitable environment to 
practice the craft 
 
The absence the profession in the 
Swedish labor market 
 
Legal difficulties 
 
Tendency to set up private 
business 
 
High taxes that affect the sale of 
craft products 
 
Financial problems  to start a 
business 
 
lack of opportunities to practice 
due to migration issues 
(Newcomer, type of resident) 

Communication 
gap 

Inability to communicate with 
Swedish craftsmen 
 
Inability to communicate 
handicrafts heritage 
 
 

Communication 
gap 

Communication of goals  
 
Lack of contacts 
 
Inability to communicate with 
companies and stakeholders 

Table 4: Gap identification of barriers to cultural integration and practicing professional work according to Dirksen 

(2015) gap identification of learning experience 
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5.3.2 Potential Solutions that might be applied through an interactive online           

community of practice  

In order to transform the barriers of cultural integration and professional work into potential              

solutions through interactive online community of practice, there was a need to present the              

fundamental elements of community of practice theory (Wenger, 2002) based on technology to             

form the basis of a virtual community of practice. The theory characteristics involve three main               

categories which are domain, community and practice (Wenger, 1990). In order to achieve the              

characteristics of community of practice combined with technology, the fourth category which is             

technology has been added to the basic three categories to become the virtual community of               

practice. Illustrative figure is provided below.  
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The characteristics of virtual online community of practice have the potential to support the 

involved community through many aspects. These aspects are derived from the three basic 

characteristics of community of practice (Wenger, 2002), and technology as the fourth 

characteristic has been added. they are categorized as follows:  

1. Domain characteristics involve shared domain, shared concern, shared interests and          

engagement to participate.  

“I believe that we as Syrian craftsmen, if we could communicate with Swedish craftsmen,              

they will help us in many things and it would be a great opportunity to do something special                  

and powerful” (Manual embroiderer 2) 

2. Practice characteristics involve actual practitioners, shared repertoire of resources, build          

knowledge and focus on community development. 

“I have used these communities since I came to Sweden and I was able to get a lot of                   

information about new techniques from people that work with my craft..” (Architect)  

3. Community characteristics involve collective learning, social learning, information sharing,         

joint activities, relationships building and problem solving.  

“...I just introduced myself with some pictures about my craft...I loved their supportive and              

lovely words….I was happy that one of them asked me to design a table with him…”                

(Mosaic artist and designer)  

4. Technology characteristics involve connectivity and interactivity between members,        

introduction of identity, online forums, communication with experts and companies, online           

courses and presentations and finally online marketing. 

“...it is easier to market my products, it is easier to find relevant people and companies...”                

(Pottery maker) 

The characteristics mentioned above will be added to the data collected from participants about              

the barriers to integration and professional work to derive potential solutions based on virtual              

interactive community of practice characteristics. The potential solutions to cultural integration           

and professional work through bridging gaps are categorized in the table five below. 
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Potential solutions to cultural integration through interactive 
online community of practice 

 

Potential Solutions to practicing professional work 
through interactive online community of practice 

Bridging 
Knowledge gap 

share Information that immigrants 
need to know about Swedish 
handicrafts heritage through online 
forums 

 
Share Syrian handicrafts heritage 
through online forms  

 
Exchange heritage knowledge and 
experiences through online forums 

Bridging 
Knowledge gap 

online information and 
presentations to provide 
Information about 
Swedish labor market 
and craftsmanship 
industrialization  
 
Involve start up 
companies to provide 
information about how 
to set up a business with 
relevant issues 
 
Involve companies and 
shops that might help in 
providing crafts materials 

 
 
what to do with that 
information, when to 
use, what format to 
support them. 

Bridging 
Skill gap 

Exchange skills and techniques 
through online forums  

Bridging 
Skill gap 

Ability to create 
workshops to improve 
work language skills 
 
Create workshops to 
enable skills exchange  
 
Ability to create courses 
based handicrafts 
heritage to involve 
relevance crafts  
 
workshops to develop 
proficiency skills that fits 
Swedish labor market to 
expand the opportunities 
for professional practice 
 
courses to develop online 
marketing and digital 
skills  

Bridging 
environmental gap 

Introduce handicrafts heritage 
of both countries through 
interactive online discussions, 
presentations, workshops and 
courses  

Bridging 
environmental gap 

provide interactive 
online community 
Environment  
 
Ability to communicate 
with companies to start 
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new projects 
 
Involve Swedish official 
organizations and 
institutions  
 
Ability to create online 
page to every craftsman 
separately to display 
heritage profession and 
products 
 
Involve loan companies  

Bridging 
Communication gap 

Involve Swedish craftsmen 
through interactive online 
community  

 
Ability to introduce Syrian 
handicraft heritage to Swedish 
people through interactive 
discussions 

Bridging 
Communication gap 

Involve experts to 
provide Syrian craftsmen 
with suitable plans to 
achieve goals 
 
Involve Swedish 
craftsmen, companies 
and experts from the 
field to enable 
communication  

Table 5: Bridging gaps, potential Solutions (characteristics of virtual community of practice) to the              

barriers to cultural integration and practicing professional work based on Dirksen gap identification             

(2015).  

6.0 Discussion  

The main aim of this study was to investigate the role of online communities in Syrian craftsmen                 

cultural integration and practicing professional work in Sweden. The reasons behind conducting            

this investigation come from the obstacles and challenges that they faced from the beginning of               

their arrival to Sweden. These obstacles have affected their settlement in Sweden and also had               

negative consequences on their integration process due to their inability to practice their heritage              

handicrafts in Sweden. The key issues of their inability to practice their handicrafts were the main                

topic to be discussed with participants of this study. In addition to that, the participants had the                 

opportunity to talk about challenges that appeared and hindered their integration process with             

focus on cultural integration as a main reason to achieve their inclusion in the Swedish community                

and labor market.  

The participants of this study were asked to provide information about their age, gender, number               

of years in Sweden, number of years of practising heritage craft, type of employment in their                

homeland, current job title, craft matching and also about participation in online communities.             

The reason behind these questions is to explore differences that might occur surrounding their age               

and gender in terms of utilizing digital technologies and online communities to overcome             

obstacles, and also to explore any differences in terms of number of years, age and gender in                 
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employment in Sweden. The results showed that differences might occur in terms of age and               

utilizing digital technologies where older adults participants aged (40-50, 51-60, 60>) reported            

technical problems and lower technology skills attributing these issues to insufficient prior            

knowledge about dealing with digital technology devices and systems. However, in terms of             

employment the results indicate that both males and females have the same opportunities of              

employment, even though three males were able to have a job, but they attributed that to their                 

personal effort. The other questions about the number of years of practising heritage craft, type of                

employment in their homeland, current job title, craft matching were added to understand             

participants' conditions before and after coming to Sweden and to be able to obtain basic               

information about their problems. 

An important topic was discussed with participants about the use of interactive online             

communities as a means to overcome their problems, obstacles and challenges. The participants             

were asked to elaborate on their motives of participating in online communities, their main              

activities through utilizing online communities as means to achieve their goals and also to deduce               

the impacts of participating in online communities based on their personal experiences in Sweden.              

In parallel, the open discussions have the potential to explore the role of online communities in                

overcoming real obstacles in terms of communicating cultures through interacting with people            

from different cultures and also in delivering and obtaining heritage knowledge through actively             

participating, communicating and socializing in online communities.  

The main objective of discussing usage activities and exploring these obstacles in terms of cultural               

integration on one hand and practicing professional work on the other hand is to be able to                 

deduce the potential solutions that can be applied through an interactive online community and              

employ social participation and communication as a means to create a virtual community of              

practice to contribute in solving real problems. Applying principles of Wenger and Lave (1991)              

community of practice theory would provide design recommendations based on real problems of             

participants' experiences and perspectives to afford a multicultural environment in the services of             

delivering heritage knowledge, communicating cultures and participating in community as well.  

In this section the results will be discussed based on the proposed researches questions, they are                

as follows:  

1. What are the motives, activities and impacts of Syrian craftsmen involvement in interactive online              

communities (e.g: web communities, Facebook groups), from participants' experiences?  

2. What is the role of interactive online communities in delivering, receiving heritage knowledge and              

also in connecting cultures embodied in heritage handicrafts? 

3. What are the potential solutions to the barriers of Syrian immigrants’ craftsmen's professional work              

and cultural integration that can be offered through an interactive online community of practice? 
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6.1 Syrian immigrants craftsmen participation in online communities groups 

In order to explore participants' activities through online communities, there was a need to know               

if they have ever participated in online communities and what type of online community platforms               

have attracted them to participate in. The participants' responses showed that they have             

participated in online communities as a means to overcome their problems in terms of integration,               

education and migration issues. The participants also were asked about type of online community              

platforms that attracted them to be part of them, their answers varied between different digital               

technology platforms such as Facebook groups that afford different means of communication,            

website communities that enable interactivity between members, organizational websites that          

afford online serves and real chat with employees and also personal blogs that facilitate              

communicating with relevant people and companies.  

These results were a good start to accomplish this study and to make sure that participants can                 

reflect on the first question of this study. The objective of the first question was to explore Syrian                  

craftsmen activities through online communities in terms of motives, adopting activities and            

impacts of their participation on their personal experience in Sweden. The participants' results             

showed that participation in online communities might have a positive effect on solving real              

problems since many participants confirmed that utilizing online communities has contributed in            

introducing their heritage crafts and their identities as professional craftsmen to people from             

different backgrounds. In parallel, many participants mentioned that through participating in           

online communities they were able to gain knowledge about Swedish heritage crafts by interacting              

with Swedish people. Online communities for some participants have facilitated their interaction            

with relevant people from the field that otherwise are difficult to communicate with. Moreover,              

online communities seemed to be suitable places for marketing crafts products and also for finding               

basic materials to produce crafts products. More importantly, the participants expressed their            

need to find a convenient environment to obtain trustworthy information, and they found that              

online communities might be a suitable place to acquire information from official organizations             

and experts according to many of them.  

The results showed that participating in online communities might be a means to overcome              

challenges that they face in their lives in Sweden. Moreover, the participants regarded online              

communities as the most effective platforms not just for craftsmen but also for immigrants in               

general. These results indicate that utilizing online communities might provide important           

connections to immigrants in general and to craftsmen in particular. These connections can be              

craftsman to craftsman (same culture, other culture), craftsman to expert (in heritage domain),             

craftsman to company (job opportunity). The interactivity between members of online           

communities has the potential to connect immigrants craftsmen to relevant people, organizations,            

and provide communication with experts-stakeholders and companies in more convenient ways to            

satisfy basic needs such finding job (Thomas, Chiarelli-Helminiak, Ferraj & Barrette, 2016; Alencar,             

2018). In addition to that, online communities can provide real community features by locating              
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members who share the same domain and concern, and also give the opportunity to take               

advantage of sharing members' past experiences that might help in enhancing other members'             

choices (Sobrero, 2008). Another important point presented is that online communities can be a              

suitable place for immigrants craftsmen, to share, receive and exchange information that would             

contribute in solving real problems (Khoir, Du & Koronios, 2015; Alencar, 2018).  

However, some participants of this study mentioned that online communities might have negative             

aspects that reduce their motivation to take part. They expressed their difficulties of finding              

trustworthy resources that are relevant to their domain since any member can provide             

information (Alencar, 2018), thus the need of organizations participation in online communities            

might be an urgent need to increase immigrants participation in online communities (Benton &              

Glennie, 2016). Another point was mentioned is that utilizing online communities might expose             

immigrants to discrimination and racism by other members (Alencar, 2018), as one participant of              

this study has stated from his personal experience. Finally, the problem of copyright infringement              

was also provided by participants of this study which indicate that online communities should have               

policies and strategies to ensure safety and privacy of members. 

6.2 Online communities as a medium to promote cultural integration 

According to this study, the results showed that online communities are utilized by immigrants as               

a means to promote cultural integration in Sweden. In other words, promoting cultural integration              

has increased through active participating in online communities. The participants of this study             

declared that the interactive features that are provided by online communities have enabled them              

to share their cultural heritage knowledge to Swedish people. In addition to that, they were able                

to receive new heritage knowledge about Swedish culture through communicating with Swedish            

craftsmen. The process of delivering and receiving cultural heritage knowledge were described by             

some participants of this study as a mutually beneficial process for both different cultural groups.               

This process is basically based on a user generated content approach that enables users to share                

personal content that is accessible to all members of online community groups.  

The participants have also stressed the role of online communities in connecting cultures by              

promoting multicultural projects as this study has revealed. Moreover, the processes of actively             

participating, communicating and sharing that are employed by members of online communities            

have increased intercultural communications and engaged participants to start projects that           

combine two different cultures to create multicultural handicrafts products. The contributions           

were made by Syrian and Swedish craftsmen that were members of interactive online             

communities.  

Consequently, these results indicate that Syrian immigrants are taking advantage of the interactive             

opportunities through online communities by adopting social practices and harnessing social           

networks for cultural knowledge exchange. Knowledge sharing process availability has increased           
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users engagement to participate in online communities by fostering social interaction between            

members and involving knowledge content, expertise context, appropriate media and societal           

environment (Chugh, 2017). Social networking based online communities have created highly           

interactive platforms where individuals and communities can discuss, cooperate, share, and           

employ user generated content (Chugh, 2017). More importantly, the social practices that are             

adopted by members, indicate employing social learning (Wenger, 1998) and mutual beneficial            

learning to promote cultural knowledge and expand the opportunities of achieving cultural            

integration in Sweden.  

Online communities have also been used to connect cultures and coordinate intercultural real             

projects and meetings with Swedish people. Accordingly, participating in online communities have            

the potential of building relationships with different cultural backgrounds who have a sense of              

common purposes, bridging cultures and constructing multicultural environments (Baltezarevic,         

Baltezarevic, Kwiatek & Baltezarevic, 2019), that might contribute to promoting cultural           

integration.  

6.3 Bridging the gaps: a virtual community of practice to overcome real obstacles             

to cultural integration and practicing professional work  

In order to explore potential solutions to real obstacles that might be applied through an online                

community of practice platform in terms of cultural integration and practicing professional work,             

the participants were asked to elaborate on their difficulties and obstacles that they faced from               

their arrival to Sweden. The main potential of exploring these obstacles was to be able to identify                 

gaps that affected cultural integration and hindered their professional work. Thus, the collected             

data of this theme were analyzed through Dirksen gap identification notion (2015), which involve              

knowledge, skill, environmental, motivational and communication gaps to design successful          

learning experiences.  

The participants' responses showed that Syrian craftsmen are having difficulty in attaining basic             

requirements surrounding promoting cultural integration and also practicing their professional          

work in Sweden. The identified gaps through participants' responses indicate that knowledge, skill,             

environmental and communication gaps are the key issues that decreased their opportunities of             

achieving cultural integration and practicing their crafts. The obstacles that were mentioned by             

participants of this study include:  

1. lack of knowledge (Swedish heritage handicrafts, Swedish labor market, finding materials,           

marketing). 

2. Lack of skills (language, experience in Sweden, new techniques, marketing, digital skills). 

3. lack of suitable environment (the absence of crafts, labor market rules, tendency to set up               

private business, high taxes, financial problems, type of residence). 
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4. Lack of guidance and direction (Communication of goals, lack of contacts, communication            

barriers-companies-stakeholders).  

After identifying gaps, the main objective of this theme was to find the potential solutions to these                 

obstacles that might be applied to the online community of practice platform. The reasons behind               

that come from the characteristics and features that can be provided by online communities based               

on community of practice theory (Wenger, 1998). The potential basically is to provide interactive              

online community that involve Syrian and Swedish craftsmen, Swedish institutions and           

organizations and also companies and stakeholders that might cooperate with each other to             

bridge the identified gaps and increase Syrian craftsmen opportunities of integration and            

employment.  

Since the results of this study indicate that immigrants craftsmen in Sweden are searching for               

substitutional solutions to overcome their difficulties and problems, I believe that a virtual online              

community of practice might be a solution to bridge gaps of cultural integration and practicing               

professional work. Furthermore, users of online communities can employ different learning and            

social approaches that would increase their engagement and enhance their learning process by             

taking advantage of interactive features such as sharing, commenting which might increase their             

participation in the community. Moreover, online open discussion with experts and organizations            

can also provide real solutions to real problems.  

Participants have also proposed that obtaining knowledge about Swedish heritage handicrafts and            

acquiring new skills would be prerequisite to cultural integration that consequently might increase             

their opportunities of practicing professional work, thus learning new knowledge through social            

practices might ensure solving problems. Accordingly, employing social theory of learning           

(Wenger, 2000) and community practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) principles might help in building              

intercultural communication environments which would benefit both heritage cultures, increase          

cultural integration and practicing professional work as well. 

7.0 Conclusion 

The main objective of this study is to identify Syrian immigrants' craftsmen gaps and barriers to                

cultural integration and practicing professional work in Sweden as a means to deduce potential              

solutions through an online community of practice platform. The main investigations were around             

the role that interactive online communities play in the cultural integration process and practicing              

professional work of Syrian immigrant craftsmen in Sweden. The investigations started with            

exploring participants activities through interactive online communities in terms of motives,           

purposes and impacts of participating in online communities on their personal experiences from             

the beginning of their arrival to Sweden. The study also focused on investigating the role of the                 

online community particularly in delivering and receiving heritage knowledge. In addition to that,             
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it was important to present online communities' role in connecting cultures and building             

multicultural environments. 

Participants of this study expressed the crucial role of online communities that can play in               

exchanging knowledge by employing mutual learning and social learning practices. The results also             

showed that active participation in online communities can produce positive effects on the             

cultural integration process since connecting culture can be facilitated by social networks features             

such as locating relevant people, communicating through online forums, sharing heritage crafts            

and personal experiences, receiving reviews and feedback, and also receiving multicultural           

projects offers. According to Danchev (2008), by increasing the interaction between minority and             

majority culture groups, there will be exchanging in cultural values and accepting other cultures              

values which as a result will lead to cultural integration.  

Interactive online communities might provide substitutional mediums to overcome barriers which           

were identified as knowledge, skills, environmental and communication gaps to cultural           

integration and also to practicing professional work. Employing a virtual community of practice             

principles of social practices and active participation of people in need with relevant experts and               

organizations might provide potential solutions to real life problems. According to this study,             

participating in online communities might provide substitutional mediums to solve immigrants'           

real life problems. Participants of this study are taking advantage of the online interactive              

opportunities to overcome barriers and challenges that they face in Sweden, and this finding may               

be important even for migrants in other host countries. 

7.1 Implications  

This study provides qualitative research that is concerned with a specific group of immigrants              

particularly Syrian craftsmen in Sweden. This group of immigrants did not get much attention in               

research before, even though there are highly important matters that should be focused on. Many               

researches have been conducted to identify immigrants' needs and difficulties of integration in             

host countries, however, immigrants craftsmen who were working with heritage handicrafts in            

their homelands have been out of focus. This study might indicate the crucial role of digital                

information and communication technology platforms in promoting cultural integration of          

immigrants in Sweden. Through in depth online interviews and online questionnaire with Syrian             

immigrants craftsmen, the results showed that immigrants are employing social networks based            

online communities for cultural integration purposes. What is interesting is that some participants             

of this study were able to set multicultural projects through communicating with Swedish             

craftsmen. Moreover, these projects were able to produce multicultural products that might be             

displayed in Swedish products companies as a unique piece for sale. This indicates that online               

communities might provide a cultural learning environment for immigrants and also might expand             

their opportunities of practising their crafts. These results insist the need to employ and harness               
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social networks based online communities to engage immigrants with online cultural activities and             

also facilitate immigrants connections with stakeholders, companies and official resources. 

7.2 Limitations of the study and future research 

The main limitation to this study is that qualitative research is mostly open-ended, this means that                

the involved participants in this study might have more control over the content of online               

interviews and might deviate from the main objective of this study, thus the researcher were               

unable to interpret and investigate the data objectively and might result in bias. Another limitation               

to this study is that online in depth interviews were time-consuming and the allocated time for this                 

study has limited the opportunity to observe participants activities through the online community             

platform that this study is aiming to provide. The time issue has also affected the sample size of                  

this study since locating participants and waiting for responses from participants took much time              

to accomplish the online interviews and questionnaire answers. In addition to that, the language              

that is used in both methods is Arabic language, thus all data was translated from Arabic to English                  

language. Translation of data might impose specific challenges particularly with participants'           

quotes, where concepts and culturally bound words might be difficult to be translated and might               

result in loss of meaning. The final limitation to this study is that the results might lack                 

generalizability due to the nature of qualitative research which propose limited size of             

participants, and most of the results are based on participants' perspectives, beliefs and personal              

experiences. Accordingly, future studies are recommended.  

Even though this study has provided in depth data from participants' actual experiences through              

online communities, the collected data were derived from their beliefs and opinions. For that              

reason future research is recommended to observe immigrants craftsmen online learning activities            

through online communities and what learning approaches that are being adopted by users             

through participating in online communities of practice in order to enhance their cultural             

integration process. In addition to that, adopting a design based approach to create online              

learning experience based on community practice theory for immigrants craftsmen is another            

recommendation for future studies to support immigrants craftsmen knowledge acquisition          

process and foster virtual learning experiences to promote cultural integration and to solve real              

problems and challenges.  

7.3 Ethical Consideration  

The participants of this study were invited to participate through online written questionnaires             

and also online interviews. Both processes have included some description about the main             

objective of this study and also included that their participation is voluntary. Participants names,              

identities, and data were preserved. The participants were also informed that the data will be               

used for research aims and will be destroyed after finishing the study.  
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Appendix  
 

Participants written and verbal online questions  

Where are you from? ❏ Syria  
❏ Other... 

How old are you? ❏ 18-28 
❏ 29-39 
❏ 40-50 
❏ 51-60 
❏ 60> 

How long have you been in Sweden? ❏ less than a year 
❏ 1-2 
❏ 3-4 
❏ 5> 

Did you Work as a craftsman with heritage 
handicrafts in your home land? 

❏ yes 
❏ No 

Describe your handicraft.  

For how long did you practise your handicraft in ❏ 1-5 
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your homeland? ❏ 6-10 
❏ 10> 

How did you work with  your handicrafts? ❏ I used to work for a company as an 
employee (workshop, factory, shop, etc 
...) 

❏ I had my own company (workshop, 
factory, shop, etc ...) 

❏ Other--------- 
 

Do you work as a craftsman with heritage 
handicrafts in Sweden? 

❏ Yes 
❏ No 

What is your current job title?  

In Sweden, do/did you communicate with craftsmen 
from your home country or with craftsmen in 
Sweden regarding your work with your craft? 

❏ Yes  
❏ No 
❏ Add text----- 

If your answer is yes, and you have contacted a 
craftsman from your home country or in Sweden to 
set up a business, What kind of business took place 
between you? (Example: set up a new project) 

 

If you have failed to set up a business in  Sweden, 
what are the obstacles that prevented the business 
occurring? 

❏ Lack of knowledge in how to set up a 
business 

❏ Lack of contacts 
❏ Financial problems  to start the project 
❏ The absence of my profession in the 

labor market 
❏ Higher taxes affect the sale of craft 

products 
❏ The problem of finding the materials 

used for my craft 
❏ Marketing issues  
❏ Complicated labor market rules  
❏ Add text-------------- 

 

Tell me about the challenges that you faced to 
practice your craft from the beginning of your arrival 
to Sweden? 

 

Have you ever participated in social networks based 
on online communities?  

❏ Yes 
❏ No 
❏ Other--- 

What are online community platforms that have 
attracted you to participate in? 
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Tell about your motives of utilizing  online 
communities rather than other digital 
communication platforms ? 

 

Tell me about your activities  through participating 
in online communities? 

 

What do you think the impact of participating and 
utilizing online communities on your personal 
experience? 

 

How do you think online communities have 
contributed in delivering your heritage knowledge 
and obtaining Swedish heritage knowledge? 

 

How do you think online communities have 
contributed in communicating your cultural heritage 
with Swedish cultural heritage? 

 

Do you think there is a close relationship between 

online communities and promoting cultural 

heritage learning of the host country? How and 

why? 

 

If you are currently working in Sweden, what was 

the role of online communities in entering the 

Swedish labor market? 

 

In your opinion, what kind of online community 

platforms would you use to enhance your Swedish 

cultural heritage learning embodied in heritage 

handicrafts?  

 

Does your heritage craft match any Swedish heritage 
crafts? Tell me about that. 

 

As a craftsman: Do you think that obtaining 
knowledge about Swedish heritage crafts can 
promote cultural integration and your early 
entrance into the Swedish labor market?why, how  

 

Do you think that the Swedish labor market laws 
make it difficult for immigrant craftsmen to enter 
the Swedish labor market?  
  

 

In your opinion: how can you achieve cultural 
integration through online communities based 
heritage handicrafts content? 
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